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Rate Increases At MSU
Authorized By Regents
Rate increases for room and board at
Murray State University were
authorized by the board of regents
Saturday. The increases„ which take
effect this summer, amount to a 4.2 per
cent increase for students living in
dormitoriet and eating in dining halls
married students livinrig married
housing apartments on campus. - •--
Dr. Constantine Curris, university
president, in' inaking—the—reeoinv--
mendation to the board, cited steadily
rising costs in utilities, food, personnel,
supplies and maintenance that are
required in the housing and, dining
operation.
"Naturally, I have a great deal of
reluctance to propose any increases
Dr. Rex Galloway Named J?,
Head Management Department
Dr. Rex F. Galloway, director of
public service training in the College of
Business and Public Affairs at Murray
State University and an associate
professor of management, has been
named chairman of the Department of
Management.
- He was appointed to the position by
the board of regents Saturday upon the
recommendation of Dr. Constantine W.
Curris, Murray State president.
Galloway, 40, a native of Murray and
a 1963 alumnus of Murray State, has
been a member of the faculty since
1969. He has also served as coordinator
of the Title I Project on the Campus
since 1974.
He earned the M. B. A. degree at
Memphis State University in 1966 and
the D. B. A. degree at Mississippi State
University in 1970. His specializations
are management theory, business
policy, and computer applications in
management.
His background also includes four
years of experience in industry in sales
and sales management, including the
executive training program with
Ralston Purina Company of St. Louis.
Galloway is a member of a number of
professional associations and honorary
societies and organizations. His name
is among those in several biographical
listings, including_ "Who's Who in
-Community Service," the "Dictionary
of International Biography," and
"Personalities of the South."
Galloway is au Ai-my veteran. He is
married to. the former Frances Inez




because I am personally conunited to Residence hall housing rates *ill rise
keeping housing and dining rates as low from $200 to $205 per semester for
as possible," Dr. Curris said. "But the double occupancy, with the additional
alternative would cteate an ei en cost for a Private room increased from
greater deficit in the operation ofthi $85 to $00. Married students' rent will.
residence halls and would in turn divert increase $5 a month-Mt-all apartments,
money away from other programs." with new rates ranging from $70 to $135
---De,--C4Iffiff-toid-the-befted-that-the---pountonta 
university is presently supplementing Meal tickets will increase $15 per
housing and dining receipts with from semester and will range from $265-for a
$250,000 to $300,000 per year to meet 5-day, 2-meal ticket to $310 for a 7-day,
obligations furtheretitemtnt_oftunded 3-meal ticket. compared with the 
indebtedness, present rates of $250 to $295.
Even the proposed increases will not Tim Langford, senior student regent,
yield enough additional money to offset made an attetn_p_t to delay action on the
theeirects„pf inflation, Dr,...Curris said, rate increases with a motion to table
bub improved management procedures the proposal but that motion was
are .planned-in an effort to balance the defeated. Langford then offered an
housing and dining budget. ammendment to the original proposal
to make the meal ticket increases $5
less than proposed but that amendment
sailed (hie toa lack of a second. ,
The board also approved a bat-
calaureate minor program in child
studies despite the objection of Dr.
Mark Cunningham,. faculty regent.
Cunningham voiced opposition to the
proposed program because the Faculty
Senate on campus does not favor the
addition to the curriculum.
Dr. Curris pointedout that the minor
program in child studies has been
recommended at six levels in the
established procedure for considering
new academic programs.
"It would be nice to have 100 per cent
concurrence on all curriculum mat-
ters," Dr. Curris said, "but that doe's
not always happen. And Ldon't believe
that kind of veto power should be vested
in the Faculty Senate," ,
The board also approved the ap-
pointment of Dr.- Rex F. Galloway, 40, ,
as chairman of the Department of
See REGENTS






The Murray High School Choral Students participated in the annual Chorus Festival held Saturday at Murray State
University. The Girls' Chorus received the top honor of superior for their performance and the Mixed Chorus received an
excellent rating. These groups are under the direction of Joan Bowker, choral director. Members of both groups pictured
are: Ceti to nght, top row, titan t_tayton, lVkIerdfs, Sieve fifissurVg„-Mitchell Mowery, Craig Thurman, Chades Rel1aElk-
Miller, third row, Vicky Hough, Krista Russell, Linda Knight, Verenda Mathis, Debbie Gadberry, second row, Lisa Francis
Donna Knight, Starr Covey, Karen- -Turner, Marcie -Mowery; -Dianne Mirk front row, Karen Jackson, Kim Alley. Keller
Robinson, jean Cole,Sherri Nall, Linda Hart, and Donna Mueller. Amy Noffsinger is not pictured.
inside today
Murray High School wins the district tournament crown
in basketball action here over the weekend. Sports Editor
Mike Brandon has the story and photos in today's sports
section.
The people -who braved the elements to attend the
recital of Eugene Fodor, violinist, Thursday night .never
regretted the discomfort. An Open Forum comment by
Neale B. Mason appears on today's Opinion Page, on Page
Three.
•
"It wave thrill," said Mrs. John Ritchey of Georgetown,
one of 41 people from 26 states who spoke with President
Carter on the telephone over the weekend. Get the full
story on Kentucky's callers on Page 12.
sunny and mild
Sunny and mild today, high in
the mid 50s. Clear and not as cool
tonight, low in the upper 30s.
Mostly sunnY and _ warmer
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The'side of fresh citrus fruit will h.
conducted by/he Calloway County High
School Speech Team until March 14.
according to Larry England, coach of
the team.
Proceeds from the sale will be used
for trip expense incurred by the team at
the state tournament competition.
England said the fruit will be hand
picked by the sponsoring company and
will be cleaned and shipped directly to
Calloway County High School for
distribution to local residents.
Prices will be $5.25 for a small bOrof
oranges weighing 21 pounds and
averaging about 50-70 oranges, $6.20 for
a lrge box of oranges weighing 38
pouIs Ind averaging about 100-120
oran , $6.46 for a small box of
grapefruit weighing 21 pounds and
- ' See SALES
Page 12, Column 2
,••••••••••••••
•
DEBATMS WIN—The Calloway High varsity debaters took top honors in the regional tournament held Saturday at
Morra• State University. From left, front row, Coach Larry England, Karen Edwards, Gail Tucker, Randy Hutchens, and -
Ke•in Bowen. SVCond row, Jim Hudspeth, joBeth Norwood, Luanna Colson, Tammy- Feltner, Craig Redden, and JomIa
Brandon. Third row, Jamie B. Arnett, Glynis Tabers Meleah Paschall, Chris Taylor, and Ray Rodden. fourth row, Lisba
Laura f /Ines Chandra Watkins, Lea Hoke, Kim Starks, and Dale Finney.
sidiefkoto i3v David Hal
Calloway Debaters Win Saturday
• The Calloway County High School
Varstt!, Debaters won top honors in the
re4it.na1 tournament held Saturday at
Mur't.a State University. .
- The Laker debate teams, composed
ofL Kt' tri Bowen and Randy Hutchens.
and Gail Tucker and Karen Edwards
paced first and second respectively.
hth teams. from Calloway defeated
lrIgg riminty-teadis ifl the
t r Ain the top two places.
t'allaway's debate teams defeated
1 ',:lucah Tilghman, Ballard, and Trigg
become regional champs. The 'two
,iiloway teams will represent the first
.cgion in the state tournament April 1-2
in Lexington.
In other regional team events held
Saturday, -Calloway qualified the
following team mesC)ers for the stat
tournannent: in ditssion. Jojintla
Brandon, Craig Redden, Ray R6dden.
Glynis Tabers and Mele0 Paschall.; in
duet acting, Tanuny Folther and Diana
Colson, Jim Hudspeth and JoBeth
Norwood, and Celisa Curd and Gena
Gargus.
' -Calloway's Junior ,High debate team-
placed second in competition. That
team is composed of Dale Finney and
Chris Taylor.
Debate„ discussion and duet acting
are the team events that made - up the r
first half of regional competition. All
the' individual events are planned for
Saturday, March 26, with the regional
' sweepstakes championship to be
awarded to the top school.
Ramsey Files
For Office
Rex E. Rain'sey has filed his-ca -
didacy papers for magistrate of the
First District, according to County
Court Clerk Marvin Harris.
Ramsey will. seek the nomination in
the May Democratic Primary here. .
The last day to file for public office in ,
the primary is March 30, according to
Harris. •
Middle chool Math Team Takes
Second Place In Math Bowl Here
A team from the Dawson Springs
Elementary School won the first annual
Junior High School Math Bowl corn7,
petition Saturday at ;Murray State
University, defeating Murray Middle
School in the championship round.
Making up the Dawson Spriags team,
which will now compete in 'the state
championship matches in Lexington,
April 2, were Kenny Fenger, Kirk
_Menser, Terri Todd and Tammy
Bearden. Sponsored by Lou Nell-
Kraultreim, its two alternates were
Darlene Mathis and Todd Tolbert.
The runnerup Murray team was
made up of Lewis Bossing, Kayne
Beasley, David Honchul and Wjlliam
Smith. Sponsored by Roger Melton and
Myra ,Jo Farley, its alternates were
Tracy Beyer and-Greg Morton.
Eight teams of seventh and eighth
grade mathematics students par-
ticipated in the day-long competitions
in the tournament, which is sponsored
by the Kentucky Council of Teachers of
Mathematics and the. Kentucky
Department of Education.
Mrs. Hazel Cowin, an assistant
professor in the Department_of
.Mathematics at Murray State, is the
regional director and was in charge of
Saturday's elimination tournament:-
The other teams participating in-
chided :•
Brazelton Junior High, Paducah:
Mary lieth Dunn, Becky Ball, Keith
Adams, Mark McArthur and alternates
William Stansberry and Tony
Baumgardner. Sandra Sternberg is the
sponsor.
East Calloway Elementary, Murray:
Randy Dawson, Kim Weatherford,
Roger Colson and Joe Zinkovich with
Faye Kingas their sponsor. •
Mayfield Middle School: Tommy
Hite. Tommy Roberts, Robert Wade,
Martha Moran, and alternates Dee Dee
Nickum and Laura Edwards. Lonnie
Moffitt and Javada Smith are their
sponsors.
North Marshall Junior High: Terri
Rise, Todd Baker, Kim Suttles, Susan
Russell and Tina Payne, alternate.
Their sponsors were Wanda Stephens,
Don Bock, and Michael Hardie.
Reidland Middle School: Deborah
- Vasseur, Annette Skaggs, Andy Pruitt
and Roger Copeland with Shan
Christian as the alternate. Their
sponsor was Evelyn Pruitt. "
Trigg County Middle School: Donald
Vickrey, Kim Stewart, Margaret
Broadbent; Kevin Mize and alternates
Kenny Shipley and Kendall Broadbent.







RUNNERSUP: This team from the Murray Middle Sacool finished second Saturday in the first annual junior High School
Math Bowl amurray State University and which was won bra tearistrom-the-DawslowSprings tary school. keated,
left to right, are: Lewis Bossing, Kayne Beasley, David Honchul and William Smith.NAlternItes Greg rton and ,Tracy
Beyer are in the background along with Mrs: Hazel Cowin, director of the toumamtat ‘t nd an assistan't professor in the
Departmente Mathematics at Murray State. Eight teams participated in the competition • — 1,,
r
• • •  • ME • •  •
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1008 Chestnut
Mrs. Joan Cole.; Is Honored
With Sluncer, Hazel Church
Mrs. Joan Coles was the
honoree of a bab shawer held
Tuesday evening, Marc , a
the: Hazel Baptist Church
Fellowship Hall with Shirlie
Coles, Annette Coles, Peggy
Carroll, Velma Carroll, Nancy
Rhodes, and Tena Paschall as
hostesses.
The hostesses presented the
honoree with a corsage of
various baby items. Each of
the hostesses wore name tags
of miniature piper diapers
pinned with small gold pins.
Dwania Coles, daughter of
the mother-to-be,. kept the
guest register.
The fellowship hall was
beautifully decorated with
pink and blue streamers.
The refreshment table was
revered- with -a-white-deer
underneath a white lace cloth
and enhanced with streamers.
Cut glass punch bowl, cups,
,nut and mint dishes were
used. Centering the table was tend.
a floral arrangement flanked
by pink and blue candles. The
arrangemer was ma .e
Peggy Carroll, sister of the
honoree.
The gift table was covered
with a white lace cloth over a
pink cloth with a pink cherub
hung from the ceiling above
the table. A round table
covered in pink was used for
the guest register table, where
the guests signed with a white
feathered pen on the baby
book given by Tena Paschall.
Several games were played
prior to the honoree opening
her many. gifts. Prizes were
awarded to Mary Lou Rhodes,
Sharon Boggess, and Jeanie
Johnston who presented them
to Mrs. Coles.
-- Refreshments-of-- pun-eh,
coffee, cake, nuts, and mints
were terved to the forty guests
attending. Many others sent
gifts who were unable to at-
SCHOOL
LuncH mEnu 
The menus for the lunch
rooms at the Murray City
Schools for the week of March
7 to 11 have been released by
the food services director,
Glinda Jeffrey. The schools
will be observing National
Nutrition Week, March 6-12.
Menus are as follows:
CARTER ELEMENTARY
- Monday - corn dog, but-
tered .potato, pineapple ring,
and cookie; Tuesday -
chicken, creamed potatoes,
green peas, rolls, and jelly;
Wednesday - sloppy joe,
corn, applesauce, and cookie;
Thursday - hamburger,
french fries, mixed fruit, and
cookie; Friday - fish, beans,
slaw, and vanilla pudding.
ROBERTSON ELEMEN-
TARY - Monday . -
corn dog, buttered potato,
pineapple ring, and cookie;
Tuesday - chicken, creamed
potatoes, green peas, rolls,
and jelly; Wednesday -
sloppy joe, corn, applesauce,
and cookie; Thursday -
hamburger, mixed fruit,
round abouts, and cookie;
Friday - fish, french fries,
slaw, and cookie.
MURRAY MIDDLE -
Monday - sloppy joe, green
peas, rice salad, and peanut
butter cookie; Tuesday -
pizza, corn, fruit gelatin, and
cookie; Wednesday - turkey
and gravy, creamed potatoes,
green beans, rolls, and jelly;
Thursday - tacos, lettuce,
tomatoes, cheese, beans,
plums, and cookie; Friday -
chili, pimento cheese sand-
wich, carrot sticks, and
orange. Hamburger line is
served daily.
MURRAY HIGH - Monday
- bar-b-qued chicken on bun
and cookie; Tuesday - pizza
and cookie; Wednesday -
turkey and dressing, rolls, and
jelly; Thursday - tacos and
chocolate cake; Friday -
chili and cobkie, Hamburgers
and chef salads along with a




By Abigail Van Buren.
1977 by Chrcaqo T,.borks N N•va 1Synd Inc
DEAR ABBY: My husband works foe an teilkOmpany, off-
shore se% en days and onshore seven days-. I'm just a house-
wife who can't even get to her own husband when he's
yy (irking offshore, but listen to this, Abby. There are seven
with the men on•
COMMUDITY
CALEnDAR 
Down Concord Wu.% -
Monday, March 7 Tim Graves Is Now Postmaster At New
Groups of First_ Baptist z-N
-fellowto-Lettie-Moon-at henw  
h New Quarters PlannedChurch Women will meet 'as Concord Wit
of Frances Brown at 7:30 p.m.
and Kathleen Jones at church
parlor at 7:15 p.m.
Chapter M of P. E. 0. will
meet with Mrs. Morgan Sisk
at 7:30 p.m. with program by
Mrs. William Major.
Elm Grove Cemetery
Association will meet at seven
p.m. at Elm Grove Church.
North Pleasant Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian
Church Women will meet at
the home of Mrs. W. Edd
Glover at seven p.m.
Church on his 87th birthday.
Raymond Fielder, another
former member of the old
Sulphur Springs Methodist
Church, attends Good
Shepherd with his daughter,
Alice (Mrs. Edward) Knight.
Poplar Spring Baptist
Church is having new Sunday
School rooms added to the
already huge new church.
The Kings Sons who
recently sang at New Mt.
Carmel Baptist Church had
also been in a singing week
before atythe Ueautiful Scotts
Grove Baptist Church on the
hill. ,
Church goers everywhere
C.nldwatarIfnited Methodist are to be commended on their
that rig, thanks to the government and Women's Lib! Church Women will meet at lachcocis moved-away. pride in their well-kept
Those women also eat and sleep ,under.the same roof as 7.30 „ „.,.
the men. My hiishand says his company is bound by law to ' P.
hire women, and there's nothing he can do -about it.
ThPre..are plent.y_pf jobs for decent women on land, so
wh v;would a decent woman want to work on an oil rig with
a bunch pf men? They say these women demanded equal
rights. Alien- the hell are MY-rights?
My husband says I don't have to worry-that no funny
business is going on and the men treat the women just like
they were guys. Do you really burell'at. Abby?
ae• M.B. FROM TEXAS
D EA R MB.: Yes, I buy it. And furthermore, any woman
who works alongside a man on an oil rig is earning her
bread the hard way. If she wanted to cash in on her femin-
init, I can think of several other jobs she could have
chosen.
DEAR ABBY: My son got married, and a week later he
came back home because he. learned that the woman he
married prefers women to men. Her lesbian friend moved in
the day my son Mit‘ td out
Thp-{->c4,14cm w hat tu du with the wedding gifts. Some
say to return theM, others say that if the wedding cere-
mony has been performed and the couple has lived together
-- even if only for a few days-- the gifts don't have to be re-
turned.
My son wants to do the right thing, but he's not sure
what that is. Also, what should he tell people?
STUMPED
DEAR STUMPED: Your son should return the,gifts that
came from his friends and family. And no explanation is in
order.
DEAR ABBY: That 18 year-old girl who wanted to know
how to refuse a date with a 55 year-old man without hurting
his feelings reminded me of something that hap hed to me
when I was 45 and carrying.mail.
. Every morning I exchanged pleasant g etings with a
pretty young secretary to whom I delivered office mail.
iShe' looked about 20.!
One day she said, "Know what? The people in this office
say I have. a crush on you, but that's ridiculous, because
you're way too old tor me."
said nothing, but started to wrack my brain for a cute
comeback to her rather startling pronouncement. The next
morning I had the answer.
Handing her the mail I said. -Say, I've decided that
The positions of buttons.* YOU'RE too old for me."
on clothing was once a matter eToo old for your se said. "And how did you figure that
of life and death, World Book out'.'
Encyclopedia reports. During "Well, if you were 3 or 4 years old,- I replied, r.1could
the Middle Ages, men's but- hold you on my lap, put my arms around you, kiss you, and
tons were changed to the no one would think a thing of it- not even my wife. Si' you
right side so that they could see, you're just too old for me.-













For Program Information, Please Call 753-3314
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Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069




FOR TUESDAY, MARCH 8, 1977
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out *hat
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) IYIO'A
Make the most of your really
bright ideas and concise, solid
plans for achievement now.
Accentuate positive thinking.
Combine intuition with know-
how.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
Some complexities indicated.
However, your ability to move
in tight spots and maintain
equilibrium through heavy seas
can see you-through.- -
GEMINI
( May 22 to June 21) 111$119-
You may not have the in-
centive to try to accomplish the
extraordinary now, but a bit of
extra thought given to the
future could completely change
your perspective - and
stimulate your ambitions anew.
CANCER
( June 22, to July 23) 8)
After some early morning
confusion, day should turn out
to be surprisingly productive.
You also stand to gain finan-
cially.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 412ligi'
Solar influences suggest a
need for added vigor in your
thrust forward, but be careful




( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) 'Oil
ou may be quite certain in
your mind as to exactly how you
intend to handle things, but it
wouldn't hurt to get imother's
viewpoint.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) AZI)
Better than usual advantages,
but more than usual effort
asked, too. Some p'ast in-
vestment of money or time
begins to pay; invest more for
the future.
SCORPIO
Oct. 21 to Nov. 22) MAP
You may think you have
something under control,
rolling briskly: Better take
another look for hidden flaws,
anything that could mean time,
energy lost.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21 lekt
An original twist or a new
method could brighten routine,
but -don't go to extremes and
attempt the bizarre.
CAPRICORN
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20, 10 6-'iY
You may possibly have to set
aside certain personal desires
in order to show your abilities in
the best light. The effort you
make in this regard will pay off,
however.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Present everything in your
thorough, affable manner; thus
you will win points and outwit
the competition. Do your best
but don't undertake the
unreasonable.
PISCES
-(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20( XC.
Both regular work and new
ventures favored. Returns from
past efforts indicated very soon.
Whatever you do well will have
long-range value.
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with a fine mind, great
versatility and lofty ambitions.
In the latter connection,
however, you must be careful of
the goals on which you set your
head. There's quite a bit of the
dreamer in you and you often
want to express yourself along
lines for which you are not truly
quittlfled. Failure then brings
you bitterness Irend disap-
pointment from which you may
pot completely recover. It is
mportant that you be realistic
and train yourself along lines in
Which you are really talented.
Then you cannot fail. Fields in
which you could make your
greatest success: literature, the
law, philosophy, agriculture,
education, any occupation
connected with the sea. • Bath-
date of: Luther Burbank,
renowned botanist; Oliver
Wendell Holmes, Amer. jurist.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
7:30 p.m. at First
Presbyterian Church, 16th and
Main Streets.
Bethany Sunday School
Class, First Baptist Church,
will meet at six p.m. at church
fellowship hall.




North PTC will meet at
seiren p. m. at the school with
Dr. Jack Rose as speaker.
Poplar Spring Baptist
Church Women .will meet at
1:30 p. m. at the church.
Recipe Group of Welcome
Wagon Newcomers Club will
meet at the home of Jane
Denbow, 1610 Poplar, at
twelve noon.
First United Methodist
Church Women Circle's will
meet as follows: Alice Waters
with Mrs. A. C. LaFollette,
Bessie Tucker with Mrs. Max
Brandon, and Maryleona
1Frost with Mrs. A. M.
Thomas, all at 9:30 a. m., and
Faith Doran at 2:30 p. m. in
the senior youth room of the
church.
Countryside Homemakers
Club will meet with Debbie
Shapla.
Suburban Homemakers
Club will meet with Mrs. Leon
Adams at seven p. m.
Coldwater Homemakers
Club will meet with Mrs.
Dewey Bazzell at one p. m.
Dexter Senior Citizens will
meet at Dexter Center at 9:30
a. m.
Murray Star Chapter No.
433 Order of the Eastern Star
will meet at 7:30 p. m. at the
Masonic Hall.
Elm Grove Baptist Church
Women will meet with Lavine
Carter at 1:30 p. m.
First Baptist Church
Women will meet at 9:30 a. m.
at the church.
Groups of First Baptist
Church Women will meet as
follows: II with,Mrs. Burman
Parker at ten a. m. and III
with Mrs. Mina Waters at two
p. m.
Murray Quota Club will
meet at the Triangle Inn at
twelve noon.
Murray TOPS Club will
meet at the Health Center at
seven p. M.
International Women's Day
will be observed with a
program at three p. m. at
MSU Student Center and a
coffeehouse at Clara Eagle
Gallery, Fine Arts Building, at
8:30 p. m. All men and women
are invited.
Ellis Center will be open
from ten a. m. to three p. m.
for senior citizens with hand
work at 10:30 a. m., sack lunch
at noon, and band practice at
one p. m.
Memorial Baptist chliia-
Women will meet at the
church at 1:30 p. m. for second
week of prayer program.
First Christian Church CWF
groups will meet is follows: I
with Mrs. Ed Duiguid, Jr., at
ten a. m. with program by
Mrs.. James Boone; IV with
Mrs. Tommy Marshall with




If we have to live through
the dreary winter to ap-
preciate the spring, the spring
of 1977 should certainly be
welcomed by all.
The New Concord Grocery
opened by the Belsons from
near Paris Landing is ap-
preciated, and Tim Graves,
Concord's new and efficient
postmaster, is looking for-
ward to having an enlarged
and more comfortable
postoffice soon at the same
location.
A For Sale is again on the
lawn of the former Esther
Sigmon home since the Stan
And there is a For Sale sign
at Uoyd Thompsons' white
house after his mother's death
and since he lives in Murray.
There has been much
sickness during the cold
weather, and during the
snowbound days the telephone
has been a boon to all the
isolated.
Kelley Smith is
recuperating from a stroke,
and is attended at his Concord
home by his family.
Miss Maud Nance is back at
home after several days in the
hospital.
A former Concorder, Mrs.
Etha Chrisman Bailey, went
to Nashville, Tn., because of
throat trouble, but is back at
home.
George Ed Overbey, in his
loneliness since his wife's
death, finds comfort in
visiting with Otis Lovins who
has learned to weather life's
storms by being with people
often.
Mrs. Thelma Parker un-
derwent knee surgery at
Paducah and later spent a
period of recuperation at the
home of a son, Dr. William
Thomas Parker at Padircati.
She will return to her home in
Murray to resume her house
work.
Glenith Wisehart, since
retirement, has spent much of
his time in the hospital, but we
hope his ulcers are better.
Roy Gregory has been
seriously ill in the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
Others have been Mrs. Winnie
Kline who died February 26,
Mrs. Vinelle Patterson, and
too many to mention.
School and church at-
tendance have been affected
by illness.
But Houston Lax renewed
his driver's license and at-
tended as usual at Good
Shepherd United Methodist
churches. No more do we see
little brown churches in the
vale.
But news on television,
radio, and the newspapers,
and even local happenings
alarm us, that as in Noah's
day in Genesis 6, "God saw
that the wickedness of man
was great," He still must
grieve at things He sees.
Our faith in humanity often
needs renewing by just such
simple kindnesses as was a
call from an unknown reader




The WMU of the Oak Grove
Baptist Church met Tuesday,
February 22, at seven p. m. in
the home of Youlanda Grooms
for the regular monthly
meeting and Bible study.
"Civilian -Chaplaincy" was
the subject of the lesson
presented by Delpha Taylor,
Omega Jones, Jane Morton,
Sherry Paschall, Youlanda
Grooms, Pauline Story, Hilda
Evitts, and Freda Hum-
phreys.
The Bible study was from
the ninth, 13th, 18, and 22nd
chapters of Matthew. The call
to prayer was read by Beverly
Foutch, and the prayer for
missionaries having birthdays
on this day was led by Freda
Humphreys.
Each member answered the
roll call by revealing the name
of her secret pal. Visitors were
Beverly Foutch, Tresa Evitts,
and Shiela Evitts.
The group will meet March
10 at seven p. m. in the home
of Freda Humphreys in ob-
servance of the Week of
Prayer for Home Missions and
the Annie Armstrong offering.
Opal Wallis Fulton, former y
of the Murray Lumber
Company. ,
Sholivevalone, yet has such
a full life.
She must be a lovable
person for she has only kind
words to speak of the many
she has known in her long life
in Murray.
She is the aunt of Laverne
Wallis who is such a well
known and popular grocery
man, who we hope, is
recovering from a recent
accident.
Another little courtesy
which brightened our day
occurred recently when a
young man, David Neese, a
former Buchanan student,
walked over to our table at the
Avalon in Paris, Tn., to talk
with us.
Old teachers may forget
names, but never per-
sonalities.
There are many hippy
occasions in life if we only
keep account of them.
At least four couples were
enjoying dinner at the Colonial
House Smorgasbord in honor
of their February wedding
anniversaries on Sunday.
They were Mr. and Mrs. Oury
Lovins, Mr. and Mrs. Rainey
Lovins, Mr. and Mrs. Willie
Smith, and Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Splceland.
Several tractor pulling fans
from this vicinity enjoyed the
Louisville trip to attend that
event one weekend.
But just as people in dry
countries now appreciate
water, it is the little everyday
pleasures and old friends and
relatives we would miss.
James Whitcomb Riley said it
best in a poem:
"Oh, the world's a curious
compound with its honey and
its gall,
With its cares and bitter
crosses, but a good world after
all.
And a good God mist have
made it - least ways, that is
what I say,
When a hand is on my
shoulder in a friendly sort o'
way."
I • —5°
6 0Atf i 0 • —
You can buy an automatic
timing device so that when
you are away from home
the light will turn on when it
gets dark. This deters burglars.




You get a giant helping Of 21 golden-frifid,shrimp,
a hearty serving of french fries, a dish of our savory
slaw, an hot dinner roll and butter - all for just $2.69.
Now hat's super seafood. At Jerry's we've got
that plus ther delicious seafood dinners such as Ocean
Whitefish, our Seafood Platter (shrimp, oysters,
scallops nd fillet), Fish Sandwich Plate, and Tuna
Salad Sandwich. And on Friday night, choose from our
big Fish Fry Menu.
So come on in, to our Super Shrimp Sale, See why
seafood is super at Jerry's.
JO*
Offer good Feb 2: to April El, 1977
r South 12th St.
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Echoes From _The Past
I I Column of historical will geneolo,gical
anecdotes. siocie.s and .Nmily. notes;i .-
II-ritten Bs- Judith A. .1Iaupin
The Harpending House
As I have commented before, being a
cemetery collector has -made me the
willing recipient of many stories about
cemeteries, burials, and other related
topics. For instance, it is said that
Edgar. Allen Poe. the famous writer of
the supernatural, may not really be
• buried in the old church cHnetery. in
Baltimore where his tombstone is.
_ __same historians believe that he was one
of many victims of the medical students
from Johns Hopkins University, who,
• back in those days, .used to rob the
cemetery of its bodies for use as
-medical-cadavers-.
J
were Made welcome in the community.
They entertained lavishly in their. fine
home. Then illness struck the two
younger children and they died. It was
then that people realized that the
Harpendings had some rather peculiar
ideas. It semi that they refused to
bury the children, having them em-
balmed and placed in glass coffins and
placed in one of the upstairs rooms.
When the to wnspeoplebecame awai e of
this, they stopped coming to the house
:aid avoided the family, who continued
to I ivae — •
' Another stor) concerns a man who
was convicted of a crime, to which he
protested his innocence all the-way to
, the gallosis. After praying that he
woul i be believed-and realizing that he
would not be, this man cursed his
persecutors, saying that they would one
-day realize their mistake. It is said that
after he was buried, no grass would
grow on his grave, no matter at was
done to encourage such growth. For
years, everything was tried, from
sprinkling the plot with holy water to
removing the topsoil for several feet
down, but still no grass grew. Then one
day, a church elder came across an old,
dirty vagrant, stretched across the
barren grave. The man, who was about
to die_confessed to the elder that he
was the one who had committed the
crime for which the man buried below
him had been punished. Then he died.
But the grass still would not grow on the
- grave.
One of the most fascinating stories I
have heard, however, concerns a man
named A. Harpending. He had made a
fortune in California, shortly after the
Civil War, and had decided to settle in
Kentucky, about three miles outside of
Princeton. He brought his family with
_him aid proceeded to build a mansion
which was said to have cost $100,000. It
even had a heating system which
utilized water from Eddy Creek,
brought_via an underground tunnel.
VVfien the Harpendings settled in
Princeton, they and their three children
The older daughter lived to.grow up,
but shortly after she had reached
adillthood, she too became ill and died.
It was then that the Harpendings were
seen, one day, putting her body into
their carriage and driving away,
supposedly to be buried. But they never
returned to their home. After a suitable
period of time, curious townspeople
investigated and found that the house
had been left untouched, even to the two
little corpses in their upstairs room.
Supposedly, they even saw the couch on
which the older girl had lain during her
illness, the pillow still indented from
her head, and the sheet thrown back.
Alta.r that, the hottse wag left strietly
alone. It escaped the expected van-
dalism after a couple of would-be
robbers 'visited it one night and swore
that the curtain in the upstairs room
had been pulled back by a ghostly lady.
About 1910. a newspaper Vide took
notice of the house, telling the story and
noting that weeds and vines gad choked
the yard and that time was taking its
toll of the house, although it remained
unharmed by humans. As the article
said, "the superstitious would rather
cross a graveyard than pass near it."
The house no longer stands, having
given way to the ravages of time and
crumbled into -its own basement-taking.
with it the fine furnishings and its two
little corpses. And the people of. Prin-
ceton still talk _about the family who






NEW YORK (AP) - While warnings
abound about prices and interest rates
that are said to be disastrously high, a
housing boom seems to be in the
making.
To some extent the pace of activity
that already exists seems to defy the
forecasts of some analysts, and
perhaps . demonstrates again: that
necessity - somehow co/ermines all
obstacles, including price.
10 Years Ago
The home of Mr. and Mrs. John
Baker, located off Highway 121 near
Coldwater, burned yesterday morning
about nine o'clock.
Murray and Calloway County
received the deepest .Snow.of the winter
yesterday and last night when a cold
rain turned into sleet yesterday then
into snow as the mercury dropped to 31
in the mid afternoon.
. The Murray State Pistol Team won
me Midwest Lite' Lulttidt,. Piste,-
League championship match held here.
Jeanne Sowell lead_ the Murray team
with a score of 273.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Seth
Boaz, age 76.
Carmen Butler was honored with a
surprise dinner on his birthday on
March Sat his home.
20 Yeats Ago
The fire siren which sits atop the City
Hall will be blown each day at noon,
according to fire Chief Flavil
Robertsor. This will be in compliance
with the State of Kentucky Inspection
Bureau and will be done so that firemen
over the state will know that the siren is
in working order.
_Deaths reported include Mrs. Ida
Crouse, age 79.
_Calloway County Farmers signed up
for a total of $139,042.24 in -"&oil Bank
,,.,acreage allotment agreements for
:tobacco and cotton prior to the March
1st deadline, according to Lowell
Palmer of the ASC.
Mrs. Ted Clack will direct the World
Day. of Prayer program on IVAlifth 8 at
the St John's Episcopal Church. The
program will be sponsored by the
United Church Woment.
Shirley Kilgore has been, appointed
assistant supervisor of Woodmeirircle
junior Grove Nck. 9. Janice PaschW1 is
president of the Junior -Groys.
By the end of this year the median
price paid for a single-family home is
expected to be $50,000, based on field
reports from the National Association
of Realtors. Interest rates remain
rather high, between 8.5 and 9 per cent.
Nevertheless, some housing
economists are now raising their
estimates for starts this year, with
some even suggesting there Might lie-
more than, 2 million, compared with
1.537 million in1976.
If that level is reached, it will be the
first time since 1973, when 2,045,000
starts were registered, that the 2
million-figure has been exceeded.
Projections by the realtors and by the
U.S. League of Savings,Association, the
biggest mortgage lenders,, fall just
short of that mark. The realtors expect
1.8 million starts, the league 1.9 million.
These projections remain unchanged
despite a plunge in -the figures for
January, when icy and Stormy weather
prevented much activity over the
eastern one-half or two-thirds of the
country.
While the projected strength itself is •
noteworthy, some of-the breakdown is
eten more surprising. Kenneth
Thy gerson --and --- Dennis -Jambe,
economists with the league, 'expect
single-family units to surpass 1972's
rec'ord of 1.3 million.
In view. of the warnings about high
prices' and mortgage rates, this ex-
pectation is especially interesting.
Single-family units, as opposed to
multi-family rental housing, indicate
willingness by individuals to spend.
Again, despite encouragement by
some analysts to build houses smaller
in order to minimize cost increases.
official government figures indicate
that houses built in recent years have
been somewhat larger than before.
The Murray
-Ledger & Times
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HEARTLINE is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to
answer questions and solve problems -
fast. If you have a question or a
problem not answered in these
columns, write HEARTLINE, 114 E.
Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. Senior citizens will receive
prompt replies, but you must inchide a
stamped, self-addressed env:elope. The
most useful replies will he printed in
aim-sebum& •
HEARTLINE: I will be 65 years old
next month and I am going to be on
EMedicare. I have read literature on the
"Hearkline's Guide to Medicare" is for
you. This is a 24-page book explaining
the entire Medicare program in easy-
to-understand, question and answer
form. This book has a complete money-
back guarantee.
To order send $1.50 to: Headline's
Guide to Medicare, 114 E. Dayton St..
West Alexandria, Ohio 45381. Please
allow six weeks for.lielivery. •
HEARTLINE: I am 57 years old and I
am drawing a civil service disability
pension. My income is very ow
I Id not start to work under civil
service until later in life. My income is
Medicare program, yet I am a little under the 
lirnit -allowed to be on Sup-
. confused by-sarne'-ofit-One-thing-i-do----1' ,feniental_securifiti_fornme S,S. I . ).
not understand is the "60-day lifetime However. I do not k
now if I am disabled
reserve" under the hospital portion of enough. Can you e
xplain this to me?
Medicare. Can you explain this for me?
H.R.H. -•.-
ANSWER: The "60-day lifetime
reserve" refers to the coverage you can
receive while staying in a hospital.
A benefit period is a period of time
used to measure your use of hospital
insurance benefits. You start a new
benefit period when you have been out
• 01 the hospital for 60 conSecutiVe days.
During each benefit period, you have
up to 60 days of hospital coverage and
you only have to pay the first $124 of the
hill The next 30 days in the hospital you 
are covered by Medicare for everything
but $31 per day. If you still need hospital
coverage You must use your "60-day
lifetime reserve." These 60 days can
only be used once.
For example. if you have been in the
hospital for 100 days in a benefit period.
you would have to use 10 days of your
lifetime reserve, leaving only 50 days.
However, once you are out of the
hospital for 60 consecutive days, you
have a new benefit period and you
would get 90 more days of coverage
before you would be forced to use any
more of your lifetime reserve.
If you are having trouble -un-
derstanding the Medicare program,
N
TOR 1 11
ANSWER: To be eligible for the
Supplemental Security ,Income
program as being disabled, you must
have a physical or mental impairment
which will prevent you from doing ANY
substantial work and which is expected
to last at least 12 months or result in
death.
A person applying for S. S. I.
disability because of blindness cannot
. have vision better than 20-200 even with
glasses or tunnel vision limited visual
field of 20 degrees or less).
HEARTLINE: I am a 63-year-old
widow and I am drawing my Social
Security benefits. During 1976, I worked
part-time and earned $1,900. In addition
to this, I had $300 in interest income.
Will I have to file a federal income tax
return^ S. 1.
ANSWER: Since your total income.
for 1976 was $2,200 you would not have
to file a federal income tax return.' Any
person under age -65 whose income is
less than $2,450 does not have to file a
1976 federal income tax return.
However, if your employertook federal
Income tax out of your paychecks and
you are due a refund, you must file to
rweivelt.
expres..sed in tin Jilts are Or. wof the ti flier and 1.1tf not
nrceissartis- refirel the titin • irte-wis4 Rut 34-isr-r-.±.- 4.41ger 4. Tut.,
Read., r•-• fill ss.ruld like to,' • their opinion on the issues ;n this
s'elurtin are emourageil to 'Assaf) a I kttei l'e The Editor
Fodor Magnificent
By Neale B. Mason •
The people who braved the elements
to attend the recital of Eugene Fodor,
violinist, at Lovett Auditorium on
Thursday night never regretted the
discomfort. They were treated to one of
the most-magnificent displays of violin
playing that has ever been heard here.
Eugene Fodor is a man who loves his
work, and in spite of a badly sprained
ankle suffered on the racquet ball court
earlier in the day, which caused him to
play seated instead of standing; It was
obvious from beginning to end that hc
was in romplete-eennnand and enjoyed
every minute of it.
In.. opening the program with tht
Brahms Sonata in d minor, Op. 108. hi'
showed the audience immediately that
in spite of his youthfulness, here was a
mature musician. There were no
compromises, and the problems of
tone, control, and an oversized hal:
were met and impressively overcome
The ensemble between Mr. Fodor and
his pianist, Stephen Swedish, wit•
superb. One feels that Brahms himse!f
would have been proud of this per
formance, which was sensitive, bit
always virile, and entirely satisfying
The Glazunov Concerto in A mini-:-
has always been a piece that could be
called more charming than important.
DM IT IS ptedstrry- written, and gi‘t
the violin moments of sheer beaut:.
The piano accoMpaniment was alIm-rt
an orchestra.
After the intermission, Mr. Fodor
performance of Ravel's "Tzigar,i."
showed an extremely personal ap-
proach to artistic expression. ' lb,
demonstrates virtuosity ‘Q,n
unassuming ease, and this Hash
tongue-in-cheeck. satire on Hungarian
violin music by Ravel (in the manner n If
"La Valse", came off as a brilliant).
-.conceived show-piece, masterfifily
executed. • ' -
The unexpected transition to the
transparent textures of the last two
parts Of Bach's Sonata No. 1 in g minor.,
for unaccompanied violin, was a stroke
of programming genius. Mr. Fodor's
absolute Control and clean solution of
technical problems made the music
come forth like a brilliant jewel. Here.-
also, his magnificent modern Italian
- -violin made itself known andinit the Tie
to those who say the "old" instruments
are always the best,
Even the few people in the audience
who years ago may have have heard
Fritz. Kreisler play his own five com-
positions, .which-M. Fodor grouped
together next on the program, have
never heard them any more ap-
pealingly performed than they were
played • here. They provided a
refreshingt bit of nostalgia, and the
performance reminded us of the very
•
special place- these pieces should have
in-the violin repertoire. Fodor's playing -
was precise and clear - a smooth
perfection that is not to be found in the n
customary thick Viennese accent of the
nrdinary interpretation, and a style
that gives these pieces a new interest.
Mr. Fodor concluded the program
with the old "warhorse," the "Gypsy
Airs" by Sarasate. This has been
played to death by so many violinists
" over the years that it was a relief to
hea-rlhe-clean precision in Mr. Fodor's
interpretation, yet somehow with all of
the gypsy_freedoni-i.t-needed-R-was-a---
commendable performance.
After a deserved f for a hange
standing ovation, Mr. Fodor grOed the
audience with two encores (in spite of
his painful ankle) - the Charming
'Melodie" from "Orfeo" by Gluck, and
the "Introduction and Tarantelle" by
Sarasate, to bring to. a close one of the
most exciting and satisfying musical
evenings, Murray has experienced in a
long time.
Mr. Fodor is a credit to the young
generation of musicians in whose hands
the continuation of our musical culture
rests, and we must feel that we have
nothing to worry about. No • review
would be complete without the most
'sincere commendation to Mr. Stephen
swpdich who_provided one of „the most
sensitive and sympathetic piano
collaborations a performer could hope
The Murray Civic Music Association
must be applauded fosi`bringing artisti






Murray Ledger & Times Editor
When the wholesale price of sugar
rose to 65 cents a pound in 1974, we were
told it was a result of the world market
and there was nothing that the
goverrunent could do to repeal the law
of supply and demand.
We Acre ted that, and starved OLIN
sweet tooth. And e ree mar e
worked its will. The high price meant
that production soared and derrysad
diminished. Now the wholesale price of
sugar in New York has dropped to
barely over 10 cents a pound.
But the sugar producers are unhappy
with the :market price, and want the
government to legislate a higher price.
Secretary of Agriculture Bob
Bergland who represented the Min-
nesota sugar, beet country in Congress,
wants President Carter to set price
supports for sugar and tighten the
import quota. He ivants Uncle Sam to
resume the role of sugar's sugar daddy.
That could cost consumers dearly.
Congress let the Sugar. Act expire in
1975. Sugar protectionism must not be
revived in any guise.
If depending entirely upon foreign
sources of sugar is really a threat to
national security, aliznited subsidy can
be paid to domestic producers, but that
subsidy should come out of the defense
budget, not out of the shopper's
pocketbook.
Usually, the man .whO.tuts his own
hair is eager to tell you about it, but
doesn't have to.
0+0
We have heard of those college fresh-
'Todayin History
By-The Associated Press .
Today is Monday, March 7, the 66th
- day of 1977. There are 299 days left" in
the year. .n"
Today's highlight' in history:
On this date in 1936, Adolf Hitler
ordered his troops into the Rhineland,
breaking the Treaty of Versailles and
the Locarno Pact.
On this date:
In 1573, war between Turkey and
Venice was ended by the Peace of
Constantinople.-
In 1926, the first successful trans-
Atlantic, radio-telephone conversation
took place between New York and
London.
In 1941, British troops invaded
Italian-occupied Ethiopia during World
War II.
In 1945, also in World War II, the U.S.
First Army crossed the Rhine River
south of Cologne, Germany,
In 1965, Alabama state troopers used
tear gas at,.Selinato break up an at-
tempt  v rights march to Mon-
tgomery.
In 1970, darkness spread from
southern _Mexico to the Maritime
Provinces of Canada as the moon
eclipsed the sun.
_
men who must take refresher courses
in English in order to cope with the
demands of higher education.
But in Washington, the students are
gOiemment regulation writers, whose
ability to communicate with the
en co
taminated by overexposure to the
federal bureaucratese. James Minor, a
former regulation writer himself, is
instructor in a workshop sponsored by
the _Federal Register. His pupils are
from scores of federal agencies. targets
of a drive by former President Ford
and President Carter to bring brevity
and clarity to an area monopolized Lt.s..
gobbledygook.
He likes to- quote this example of-
government prose:
"We respectfully petition, request
and entreat that due and .adequate
provision be made, this day and the
date hereunder_ subscribed, for the
satisfying. of these -petitioners'
nutritional requirements and.. for the
organizing of such methods of
allocation and distribution as may. be
proper deemed necessary and proper to
assure the reception by and for said
petitioners of such quantities of baked
cereal products---as shall, in the
judgment of the aforesaid petitioners,
constitute a sufficient supply thereof."
That, Minor tells his class: is the way
a federal regulation writer Might Write.
"Give us this day our daily bread."




In Southern California, computer- •
cot:trolled sky-writing planes -puff out
messages for religious groups, soft
drinkS;Suntan creams, etc. Since there
is no state or county ordinance tin
prevent the emission of these- smoke - -----
messages, an environmental group is
planning to hire a, sky-writer to go ,up
and spell out, "POST NO fil I "
. A Philadelphia newspaper carried
this classified advertisement: •"l'he
man who picked up my wallet on,
Market Street was recogmzed. He is
requested to return it." The next week
this reply appeared: "The recognized
man who picked up your wallet
requeithe loser to call and get it."
—A-man-in-Nashville,_Tennesseee could
'qualify for the truth in advertising arid -
creative writing award. He inserted
this classified ad in The Tennessean:
"For sale - 1966 Corvair. Smokes. hut
it's old enough. $295."
Hindsight isn't bad at all, especially
when it is used to measure the good or
bad performances of yesterday as a
means of looking into the future; but
when hindsight comes in a pants suit it
had better be good or its future is likely
to be bad. • .
Thought
Bile
As new horn babes, desire thee
since nail& -of" the word, tha i he
may ftrow Iheriby. I Peter 2:2.
Do---irou seam for the \,'s.. iiiii
Cod as 'the baby ripe., ' tor F,,,,
mother s ro,110- if ,,,,a'dt, , 6, II hi-




By•F. J. L. Biasingame, M.D.
Q: Mr. I.P. has heard reports that
research is under way to attempt to  
create artificial blood. He asks this is
true and • what would be.the_use_oca
substitute for blood.
A: The University of Pennsylvania
recently announced some progress in
efforts to produce a "universal doner,"
an artificial blood.
The essential ingredient is a
fluorochemical (FC-80d which is an
excellent carrier 6f oxygen. A
suspension of this chemical looks like
pqmogenized milk. The particles, much
smaller thaq...rei-L blood cells, are
emulsified. with ultrasound.
The researchers have had trouble
with the emulsion, causing undesirable
effects on the blood coagulation
1- process. They are now trying to coat the
'particles with substances found in blood
( proteins and lipids or fats to
eliminate the clotting problem.
An artificial blood substitute would
.hay_ednany useful clinicial applications.
It could be made. in any amount thatIS
needed, sterilized, and kept for in-
definite periods without. refrigeration
,or special handling. It could be given
without crossmatching. or other
laboratory testing that is needed for
ordinary, blood. The new product could
be used -Without feartof transmission of
hepatips or other diseases.
Per4aps most significant would it
the use of the fluorochemical particles
in organ transplants. The particles are
indeStructable and. can be pumped
through a transplant organ to suppk
oxygen for several hours without the
d3iriage
ordinary red blood cells. This would
allow an extension of time bet %Veen the
removal of an organ and it tran-
splantation.
The use of .the fluorechernitals has
thus far been limited to experisien01
animals. It has been
in profusion of kidneys for trlinTlaiit ri
dogs.
More research is needtql ta•rari.
clinical application will be attemlit•ilin
humans. The results so far ari• cn•
-couraging. but it will be sec ei ,t1 ears,
before ,such an artificial
available to in-rlinan. pat
Sunshine and At rit,
Q: Ms. C. L. Wonders if expo- H. •.er
skin to sunshine can be henefii ';I] it
helping to clear up her -aril,.
A: The ultraviolet light of hi
can be helpful .0verexixi,dire to 'hi -
sun, however, can burn tht.,. skin
cause it chrotitc dditia ge • T-hr-41rit-k ts-tt-t-
get a limited exposure at -1-iort in-
teevals to produce a mild tan A'. 'ii a
sunlamp, except under the ti,a,
a physician.
Do not depend solt.dy on sunlight to
treat your acne. Cleanliness of the face
and scalii is needed Severe acne
requiring the regular use- of f -it-al
medication and the'', opernit and
draining' of Certain lesions tould be
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EVIEIN& RECAST
U. S. Grade Standards
Established For Triticale
ATLANTA, Ga. — Official
U. S. grade standards will be
established on May 1, 1977, for
triticale, a grain that com-
bines characteristics of wheat
and rye, the U. S. Department
-411e, of Agriculture (USDA ) has
announced.
graded U.S. No. 1,2, 3, 4, or U
S. Sample grade. The grade-
determining factors, similar
to those already used for
wheat and rye, will include
minimum test weight per
bushel; amount of heat-
damaged kernels; amount of
__ Triti,„1., eat now widely kernels damaged in any way;
amount—a-foreign nratertatproduced in the United States,
has some potential as a other than wheat and rye;
commercial crop, marketing amount of foreign material
specialists in USDA's Federal including wheat and rye;
Grain Inspection Service amount of shrunken and
iFGIS) said, in announcing broken kernels; and total
the new standards. Currently, defects.
with about 200,000 acres in Besides the numerical
production, triticale is used grades, FGIS offiCials said,
-mainly for animal forage and special grades will also be
as a base for flour used in established to indicate the
baked goods. The crop was presence of ergot, garlic
first grown commercially in bulblets, smut balls, and live
the United States in 1970. weevils or other grain-
damaging insects.
Under the new standards, The standards for triticale
which were developed in were published in the Feb. 16
cooperation with trade Federal Register. Copies can
represenatives and academic be obtained from the Federal
experts on grain, samples of Grain Inspection Service,
triticale taken sor' USDA, submitted Washington, D. G.
for official inspection will be 20250. -
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Farmers Grain
And Seed Co.
Murray's fastesf unloading facilities
fluyers of
CORN • SOYBEANS *WHEAT
Distributors Of
Wayne Feed Deka% Seed Corn
Ky. Registered and Certified
Soybean Seed
a
Direct teletype continually reports Chicago Board
of Trade and Prices of Corn, Soybeans and Wheat
FARMERS GRAIN
AND SEED CO.
Railroad Ave. Murray, Ky. 753-3404
Don Boaz, Owner — Bobby Meador, Mgr.






After you have renovated your pasture
by Warren C Thompson
Although under ideal circum-
stances your pasture renovation
project should have started sev-
eral weeks ago, there is still time
to benefit from renovation if you
act now. Keep in mind that a
seeding can still be made suc-
cessfully this late and later so
long as these principles are
followed: 1) tear up at least 50%
of the soil; 21 add the needed
lime. phosphate and potash. 3)
smooth the land to get good soil-
seed contact; 4) cover the seeds
but don't bury them too deeply:
and 5) remember that the later
the seeding date, the heavier
the clover seeding rate. The
basic rule of thumb is to add a
pound of red clover for each
week beyond March 15 If you
are using 8 pounds of red clover
early, and ifs April 1 before you
finish, increase the rate to at
least 10 pounds. Also, seed
ladino clover at the rate of 1-2
lbs per acre
Now, as the grass begins to
grow, move your cattle to the
field. When you do this you are
running the risk of cattle grazing
too close too soon And in d
you may lose some n seed-
lings. But unless you keep the
new renovation seeding picked
close, just above the new red
clover and ladino growth, .the
grass will smother them out
Basically, this is the way you
should handle newly- renovated
red clover/Ladino., grass' fields ,
Turn the cows in the newly.
renovated fields as soon as the
grass starts crowding in on the
clovers. When they start biting
the tops out of the newly-seeded
clovers. remove the cattle to
allow the field toget established.
This normally takes 4-6 weeks.
Then mow or graze the pasture
to best suit your needs, but
always favor the clover stand.
Should you choose to ren-
ovate using recommended,
cleared herbicides and the once-
over seeder, be sure to follow
the label instructions for manag-
ing the, newly-renovated •fields.
You will find that they are quite
different than when using the
conventional tillage system-.
Don't forget to top dress each
year with needed phosphate
and potash—annual fertilization
is preferred to a double or triple
rate every two or three years.
And don't try to make one
year's application of ferblizer
stretch two or three years. That's
the easiest way to guarantee
you'll really be disappointed
with stands and yields
With 'renovation you can
change a field that is producing
-only 10-25% of its potential to a
pasture that produces great
amounts of top (leaky feed
And for a 'small investment, a
dollar invested in pasture reno
vation can return you $4.- $6
That's the kind of profits you
like to see. It's easy to do when
you renovate a field right using
top-quality products every step
of the way.
Warren C Thompson IS 0 former Unwer
sal; of Kentucky Forage Extension Spe
ckalist He is cun-ently Manager of Forage
Marketing for North Arnencan Rkstni
Breeders. Mission, Kansas 66205
A Consumer Tip
from Extension Specialists at
Oa UK College of Agriculture
Beans are usually a
buy-both from thg stand
point of price ,id ttutitdt
value. DriesLbearis, peas and
lentils contain protein and arc
counted as part of the meat
group in the 'basic four to id
group. One-half cup ut
cooked dried beans ma:. be
substituted for one ounk.e of
cooked meat.
A Consumer Tip
from Extensioci Specialists ,t
the UK College of AgrIC:111
Refrigerate liesh
_Czt4am and thet
produots as soon as pwsthic
after purchase. Mil-is lett
standiiigIn'tunliglit 'a in ;Ow
its riboflavin and iaay 1,-se
flavor.
Have you ever seen the
LELY-STIP SYSTEM?
Millions of acres have been worked with the reliable ely-
Roterra behind bottom plcws, chisel plows or plowing•
discs 'the Lely -Roterra enables roil to get into your fields
earlier, to obtain taster germination and to deselop the
best crop start you ever had under all types of weather and
sod comfomns The I elv-Rolerra stirs the soil rather than
reverses it: topsoil stays on top. moisture below
Since timeliness and flesibility become more critical the
more acreage you work, we developed a short system'
which avoids the problems of transportation, maneuver-
ability and bogging down Its called the III 1i -STIP
SNST N.'. a system which enables you to spray, till,
inCorporate and plant in one trip
In addition to the Investment Tas ( ;edit benefit, figure
out how mucli\iyou can save with the It lr -ST ip SNS T M
Using an aver ge cost of Si per trip, per acre, add up sour
sassngs; If you work ;00 acres and SJIVP one trip, that's
51500; two trips S1000: three trips TAM. etc How many
trips can you 'eliminate!
Whether you simply want to improve your crop starts or
save money with the 1,1 t Y-ST IP S'Y STE M, we will provide
You with a no obligation FRE E DE MONSTRATION on
Sour farm




503 Walnut Murray, Ky.
Selection of a tobacco
variety to grow for the 1977
crop is a most important
decision currently facing
Kentucky tobacco producers,
say three tobacco experts in
UK's College of Agriculture —
Glen Collins, a professor of
agronomy and a researcher in
tobacco plant breeding; C. C.
Litton, Plant pathologist and
research agronomist, and Joe
Smiley, extension specialist in
tobacco.
' The decision on the selection
of a tobacco variety should be
based an a number of factors
related to the individual farm
— the major factors to be
considered are diseases, yield
potential, and personal
preference, they said.
"The first rule to follow in
selecting a variety to grow is
to stay with your current
variety if you are not having
any problems with it. If a new
variety comes on the market,
you may want to grow a few
rows for comparison to your
present variety, or you may
wish to observe the new
variety in a Cooperative
Extension Service demon-
stration plot on a neighbor's
farm," they said.
, It was emphasized that a
disease problem represents
the greatest potential crop
loss in any given growing
season. No one variety
presently recommended is
resistant to all tobacco
diseases. Most of the com-
monly grown burley varieties
and hybrids have resistance to
tobacco mosaic virus,
'however, exceptions were
noted to be Burley 11A, Burley
37 and Va 509. Those three
_varieties are all susceptible to
mosaic.
"Most burley varieties and
hybrids also have good
wildfire resistance, but Ky 10
and Ky 9 and Burley 11A are
susceptible to the wildfire
disease. If you have a
fusarium wilt problem, Ky. 14
is the burley variety with the
highest level of resistance," it
was stated. .
Black root rot was termed
Selecting Tobacco Variety
in variety selection. In such
instances, the farmer was
advised to look at the im-
portant characterisitcs of
varieties — maturity range,
stand-up habit, stalk size,
plant height, leaf size and
other plant traits.
"Growing new varieties, or' 
checking with other farmers
that grow varieties different
from wharyott are growing Is
the best way to personally
decide on variety preferen-
ce," is the urging of the three
tobacco experts.
as a disease ,widespitead in
Kentucky. "'This dises.ge is not
easily recognized in most
situations," they said. "The
more obvious symptoms in-
clude slow uneven growth;
stunting and decrease in
yield." The effects were
described as "not as spec-
tacular" as in other diseases
and consequently';- many
farmers suffer losses that are
actually undetected. Ky 14 has
medium-high resistance to
black root rot, while Burley 49
and Burley' -84 have high
resistance to the disease, the
three said, adding, however,
'the yield potential of the latter
two varieties are considerably
less than Ky 14 under normal
growing conditions in Ken-
tucky.
Black shank was seen as
probably the most
predominant disease in terms
of production losses in recent
years. "We are confronted
with the so-called 'race l'
form of black shank
throughout the state," they
said. "L-8 hybrids are
susceptible to this strain of
black shank organism.
Therefore until a new variety
is released, we are limited to
the use of varieties Burley 37,
Burley 49, Burley 64, Burley
11A and Va 509 for the control
of black shank." They said L-8
hybrids cannot be used to
control black shank, pointing
opt that growing these hybrids
actually contributes to the
build-up of the incidence of the
"race 1" black?, shank
organism.
"Although we are well along
in our breeding efforts for
resistance to the tobacco etch
and vein mottling viruses, the
best a farmer can do now,
where these viruses are a
severe problem, is to grow a
so-called tolerant line or
variety." Ky 14 and Ky 10 and
the hybrids involving these
varieties, were termed as
appearing to be more tolerant
to the tobacco vein mottling
virus.
In considering yield
potential of burley varieties,
Ky 14 and Ky 10 head the list in
yield performance tests, with
hybrids involving the two
varieties also having per-
formed well. "Ky 14 offers
excellent yield as well as
resistance to tobacctrmosaic,
- root...rot, wildfire,
fusartum wilt and tolerance to
the vein mottling virus-," they
said.
If a farmer is fortunate
enough to have no ---ESetite
problems that essentially
dictate the variety to be






How much can I contribute to
my IRA?
Federal law allows a maximum annual con--
tribution of $1,500 or 15% of wages, whichever is
less. Of course, smaller amounts can be con-
tributed each year.
What happens if 1 contribute
too much in any year?
If you contribute more than the maximum
allowable in any year, a 6% tax will be imposed
on the excess contribution. The tax will continue
to be imposed until you "undercontribute" in a
later year.
Are my contributions tax
deductible?
For Federal income tax purposes, con-
tributions to an IRA are fully deductible from
gross income up to the maximum allowed by
law. You can deduct your contribution even
though you don't itemize deductions.
We would like the opportunity to discuss with you,










Single or Three Phase models, 230. 460V electric drive
to the tans a-nciCe-,,TAer (no Level Auger on 375E
and 475E1 Other functions Such as Burne•
Control and Moisture Control operate or,




All M-C Drye,s are ectiopped to or5a,i1 coot ModeytT 75E comes
Istandard with two individually cort4-ci'lreNe,•t zones and on" cool
zone Model 375E cOme utver 2 •3 al tat, and rwat
3 lc t Rotlom 1 j r-/av conve•ted"chamber and bottom I
tc heal for dryerat,on
ORDER NOW FOR DELIVERY
BEFORE HARVEST FINE!
Tour Direct Hot-Line to Form Machinery At It's Best.
Just Another Service From Tommy's Equip.
Dial Toll Free 753-5299
WI DON'T WORRY ABOUT TM COMPETITION
WE ADE THE COMPETITION!,
TOMMY'S EOUIPMENT CO.
JUNCTION OF HIGHWAY 111 & SEDALIA ROAD - MAYFIELD=m,w1
PHONE 247-6020 - AFTER 5:00 P.M. - PHONE 753-7452 r1,.....'"
(i Ili OPEN FROM 7:30 A.M. MONDAY THRU SATURDAY .. /
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Federal Program Could
Cost Farmers $451 Per Acre
By GARY HUDDLESTON
A federal water pollution
program seeking to limit
agricultural runoff could cost
landowners an average of $451
.in acre to meet its standards,
according to Kentucky Farm
Bureau President J. Robert
Wade.
Wade issued the warning at
a recent statewide conference
of county Farm Bureau
leaittrs in Louisville.
Section 208 of U. S. water
pollution statutes is the
culprit; Wade -noted. It dic-
tates that all water must be
clean enough to swim in by
1982, and must be drinkable by
1985. -
Wade told the Farm Bureau
leaders that the cost figure per
acre for complying with 208
was arrived at during a pilot
project on 9,000 acres, to
determine the cost and
'feasibility of eliminating non-
point source water pollution,
including runoff from
agricultural land.
-It's time for farmers to get
excited about Section 208,"
Wade stressed. "Meetings on
this program have been held
in Kentucky, but only the
environmentalists attend.
Nobody seems upset about the
208 program. I am."
Repeal of this part of the
water quality law "seems to
be the only avenue open to
farmers," he added: "You
know and I know that we can't
stand to spend an additional
$451 per acre for our far-
mland."
Dry weather that has
spawned drought conditions
and dust storms in the Plains
States is also affecting Ken-
tucky farmers, especially
winter wheat producers in the
western part of the state.
Rainfall totals at four
Western Kentucky weather
stations are down drastically
over the period July through
January. And meteorologists
say no significant relief is in
sight, noting that long-range
forecasts indicate a dry
growing season this year, and
probably in 1978 as well.
Seven-month precipitation
totals reported by the Netional
Weather Service Louisville
office show rainfall amounts
off by about one-third in the
state's heaviest grain
producing areas.
Paducah has received 13.09
inches of rain from July
through January, compared to
a normal .24.3 incbes during
the period, according to David
Smith, agricultural
meteorologist. Henderson
received 14.5 inches 'IC a
normal 23.68, Hopkinsville got
18.25 of a normal 25.42, and
Princeton tallied 16.81 inches
of their normal 24.39.
Preliminary reports in-
dicate February was well
below normal in rainfall,
Smith said, and the outlook for
March is for more of the same.
"These dry weather con-
ditions generally run in
cycles," Smith said. "The
drought conditions in(
California and in the Plains
this year and last will
probably move East, and I
wouldn't look for a real good
growing season here before
1979. Of course, I hope I'm





YOUR VOTE AND INFLUENCE
IS APPRECIATED THANKS
,ro Hy ( 1","' JO(' son
Initial crop damage from
the reduced rainfall is limited
to winter wheat and pastures,
according to a State crop
reporting spokesman. The
wheat is still alive, he noted,
but root development has been
stunted by the lack of
moisture.
If early Spring moisture
levels aren't up, wheat
production in the state could
be sharply reduced, he said.
Higher energy prices could
force some unexpected
changes in fanning, according
to Pierce Fulkerson, Hardin
County tractor dealer and vice
president of thee farm
machinery dealer' l state
associatibn.
While the trend over the
past decade has been toward
more- and bigger farm
machinery, Fulkerson noted,
it's not unthinkable that more
acute energy shortages in the
future could increase farmers'
relia3Deon manpower.-
40 40 !>ears, we may see a
mass return of people to
smaller farms, away from the
cities," Fulkerson noted. "If
fuel prices or 'ayailability
cause the bigger machinery to
be uneconomical, fanners
may have to go back to relying'
more on people to get the job
done."
Another long-range problem
farmers may have to face
involves grain drying, he
added. Currently, some
900,000 BTU's of energy are
required to produce an acre of
corn, but it takes 1.9 million
BTU's to dry that shelled corn
from 25 per cent moisture to 15
per cent moisture.
"Without a workable
alternative to natural gas,
more farmers may be forced
to harvest corn on the ear, and
let it dry naturally,"
Fulkerson said. "Of course,
I'm looking way into the
future, but these things could
happen."
Has Pat Adams got a deal for you?
Big 5% Discount
On All International Parts thru Mar. 10
plus
30-60-90 Days On Purchases of $300 or more
"t
jPurchaseEQUIPMENT CO. INC.Hwy. 94E Phone 153-1215
Guidelines Eliminate Delay In Soil Test Results
The volume of soil tests in
Kentucky this spring may not
hit the record proportions of
the spring of 1976 — primarily
because of the "hard winter,"
which could make the taking
of soil samples more difficult,
kricl the fact that there was a
large volume . of samples
tested last fall, says John
Harrison, UK research
specialist in soil testing.
However, after getting
behind schedule last spring,
the soil testing laboratory in
Kentucky Agricultural
Experiment Station has
steadily been preparing to
handle the potential large
volumes of samples. This
spring the soils laboratory will
have double the capacity* for
handling the,. samples in
comparison td the capacity at
the first of the "busy season
last year," Harrison said.
-During the rush time,
some increase in capacity was
attained, but once a backlog of
samples had accumulated, it
was very difficjIt to, reduce.
turn around tin," he noted.
Persons who have soil
samples to be tested. are
usually interested in quick
results: With the increased
capacity in the testing lab, the
anticipation is for .a speed-up
in getting out the results.
Harrison said samples
'should not be too wet. "We
prefer air-dried soil. We can
get along with moist samples
— but not wet or 'mudball'
samples," he stated. "Sam-
ples need to be .spread out to
dry The farmer or
hon,o(iwner can usually find
some place to air dry the soil
— but if it comes in to the
county agent's office or to the
laboratory in a very wet state,
it poses a problem. Space for
drying large numbers of soil„
samples is limited in the
county agent's office and in
the laboratory. So. we urge the
samples be as dry as
possible."
He also urged that both the
sample container and the
information form be labeled
identically so there will be no
confusion in the handling of
the samples either in the
laboratory or in the county
agent's office. "Don't put
identifying slips of paper in
damp,soil," Harrison warned.
"Many times such markings
disappear or fade out due to
the marking pen ink spreading
Tobacco Plant Bed
Cover Important
The tobacco plant bed cover
is an important factor in the
production of good plants for
transplanting into the field,
ccording to Ira Massie,
lJhisersity of Kentucky ex-
tensiri.,tobacco specialist.
"After all, the producing of
good, healthy bacco plants is
the basis of the su ess of your
tobacco crop," MaS* said.
,The normal custotn.., in
Kentucky is to cover the pla
beds with cotton covers im-
mediately after the seed is
sown in the beds, the tobacco
specialist noted. "Cotton
covers-havezertainly done the
job down through the years,"
he said, explaining there are
five basic cover constructions,
ranging from an open mesh
through a "super fine" con-
struction. The ranges of cotton
cover are based on the thread
count — the open mesh having
22 th d are inchrea s per squ
running one way and 18
threads per square inch
running the other way. The
super fine range has a thread
count of 36-32 per square inch
"The more threads per square
inch, the better the quality and
the heavier the construction of
the cover," Massie said. "The
heavier the construction, the
- less- the' -damage that can be
done to the plants by cold
weather — giving more
protection to the youno:
_plants."
The covers that are lighter
in construction were termed
best for late growing plants
, Massie said the grower 'had
the choice of three covers to
select from this year — the
traditional cotton cover and
two synthetic covers. One of
the synthetic covers — made
of nylon — has been on the
market for four years in
Kentucky .. The tobacco
specialist said the nylon
covers have been found to
produce plants rapidly.
"From 4510 50 days of ideal
growing weather are suf-
iept to produce plants under
a .lon cover," Massie
reve al e
He emph ed that straw
would be us on the bed
surface to hold the weever
off i e soil, but that o thin
co. ,ring of the straw s
nt-- ,-essary. "The nylon cover
si,old not be stretched in any
u.,y," he said. "It should be
lard directly over the straw on
the bed and pegged -firmly."
Fit - recommended the use of a
type peg — and added
MA the groWer should be
n.ertain to place a peg in every
ho.e along the sides of the
The polyester cover — the
newest synthetic cover on the
market — is very similar to
the nylon cover in results,"
Massie said. "Like the nylon
c.hnillfi be _used
and there should be only a
minimum of stretching. It
should also be placed directly
o er the straw and pegged
firmly.
'Management ,of your
t..hacco beds win include
-,kater," he continued.
"Growers who had a surplus
of plants last year, watered
their beds frequently— which
points up the value of plenty of
water on the plant beds.
"We encourage you to make
arrangements for the
watering of your plant beds
now — such as locate the beds
close to a water source," he
said. Where a grower has a
water system on his farm,
water spigots should be near
the bed sites. "The spigots
don't have to be large — a
small spigot will more than
do."
If a water system is not
available, Massie suggested
that water tanks hooked to
powered pumps be available
spray the water on the beds.
re are possibly other
water methods -- but the
main thi -to remember is
that the beds uld be located
as near to a wa supply as
possible," he said
A Consumer Tip
f rom Extens,or Specialtsts at
ale _UK ot Agriculture
I3ii 'in us nic:t hlead as
, 111 II! i.. in Ace', unless
• llaNe treLve! n -
ij• .d hrea.1 and runs
• ti lit' t bread ark:
iar,in bread nius by_ .valeh.
wsted tor Oki! ler,g1b7Ttime
out and becoming illegible.
And often the wet soil causes
the slips to simply
deteriorate."
He noted that Kentucky's
Cooperative Extension Ser-
vice,soil testing program is
actually designed, to operate
through the individual county
CoOpeiatiVe Extension Ser-
vice office and that soil
samples should be taken to the
county extension offices.
Recommendations. will then
be returned to the farmer or
homeowner from that office.
"In order to make ' any
recommendations, the county
agent will need a completed
„information form and test
results," Harrison said
Another guideline to avoid
delay in the results is to fur-
nish proper information at the
time the sample is delivered to
the county agent, or to the
laboratory.
"When samples are mailed
in, be silfeithe package is a
compact unit," Harrison
urged. "The standard one pint
soil sample boxes have not
proven strong enough to.be the
outside mailing container. The
mailing cartons are designed
for four to six samples and if
the carton is full or properly
packed, it will survive better
in the mail — or in other
transport handling.
Harrison also advised that
persons having soils tested be
certain to list the crop that is
to be grown on the soil. "Just
the word 'hay' is actually not
sufficient," he said, "for there
are different types of hay and
one type may require a dif-
ferent rate of fertilizer than
another.
"Or maybe you might
simply list 'beans' — but we
have no way of knowing if you
mean soybeans, pole beans,
bunch beans or limas," he
said. In the case of lawn soil
samples, the designation may
only bb "shrubbery," but
there are all sorts of shrub-
bery plants and each may










Harold Jones, Mgr. 753-5522
Our Massey-Ferguson
SPRING FEVER
is going on right NOW!
We've got special sale prices
on most new Massey-Ferguson
• Agricultural Tracprs
• Agricultural Implements
• Hay & Forage Equipment






Buy now and save!
mocrei
MI.' 245 Farm Tractor
MF 265 Farm Tractor
MP' 275 Farm Tractor
MF 285 Farm Tractor.
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Young Farmer Association 1977 Agri-Chemical
Meeting Held in Louisville
The 19th Annual Kentucky recent conventiOn. Convention ladies luncheon and 
style show -
Young Farmer Association highlights included farm tours in Shelbyvklle, and tou
rs of the
Convention was held at the of YFA members in Shelby,' Wakefield Scearce 
Gallery,
Galt House in Louisville on County, an Awards breakfast - Chatham Station a
nd the
February 25-27. Ap- and luncheon, and an address Cherry House of 
antiques in
. proximately 350 young _far- by Mr. Thomas_ 0. Harris, Shelbyville. T
he ladies were
mers and their wives attended Commissioner of the Ken- also addressed by M
s. Pat
the convention. tucky • Department of- 'Leimbach, author 
of A Thread
- -7-The-ColkowoY -CoataitY --YEA ltukultur.s,
of Blue Denim. -
chapter was one of four". The YFA'ettes program •The convention was at-
receiving their charter at the ( wives program) included a tended by Mr. and Mrs. Danny
Cunningham, and Mr. and
Mrs. Jamie Potts from
Calluwaj Ift121 y.
do
Danny Cunningham, right, accepts the Charter for the
newly organized Calloway County Young Farmer
Association from Bob Hardin, State YFA president. The
Chapter Charter was presented at the Kentucky YFA
_ Convention, February 25-27, at the Galt Mouse in






(clip and save for reference)
Don't sell your hogs until
you get Heinold's bid'
Fancy Farm, Ky.
Al Herndon, Manager
Charter members of the -




Gore, Bobby Hill, Max
Hughes, Richard -Jones, Tim
Letterman, Tom Mon-
tgomery, Bill Ed Murdock,
Thomas Murdock, Jamie
Potts, David Riley, Jr., Pat
Robertson, Michael Shelton,
Richard Spann, Shea Sykes,
Bob Wilson, Monty Wilson,
and Terry Workman.
There are 43 YFA Chapters




purpose of the association is to
assist in promoting and im-
proving the program of in-
struction in vocational
agriculture for young far-
mers.
TheKentue.ky YFA will host
the 11th National Young
Farmer Education Institute
on December 11-14, 1977. The
institute will feature out-
standing speakers, a ladies
4arogram, entertainment and 
tours -of the Louisville area
and the Bluegrass area of
Central Kentucky. Tours
planned at this time include
the International Harvester
plant, burley tobacco markets
for the benefit of YFA
members not familiar with
tobacco and world famous
thoroughbred horse farms.
Supplies May Be Short
'What effect will the cold "You can see the picture —
weather of this winter have in the unfolding of a real supply-
reducing insect problems demand squeeze — which is
this season?" always accompanied by price
That is'a question currently hikes," Gregory warned.
being asked by a lot of far- "We are encouraging
mers, says Wes Gregory, UK Kentucky farmers who have
extension entomologist. - not, already . laid in their
"With the ground frozen 18 provisions to go to their
inches or more below the - dealers and place orders now
surface, we have to believe to insure having what you
many .overwinterIng bugs need and also to take ad-
vantage of savings of 15 per
"However, it May also be cent plus in out-of-pocket .
killing their parasites and costs," he said.
predators." Gregory also .noted that
He recalled that last season, insectAgide recommendations
following a mild winter, the for 1977 have been in the hands
"insect year" was light — and of the individual county
in view of that fact, "the logic agricultural agents since
of the crystal ball sometimes December and urged farmers
is no better than idle chatter." who have not picked up a copy
"I could come closer to of the recommendations to do
answering the effect the so to aid in purchase selec-
winter will have in controlling tions,
the availability of pesticides, • "I'm also predicting that the
anhydrous ammockia, •fer- economy will make this
tilizer and farm equipment," sunlaner the biggest home
Gregory said. "Hopefully. garden year on record, so I'm
Kentucky: .farmera - have also advising home gardeners
already, or soon will make of the need to plan ahead,"
thee:- purchases for the up- Gregory said.
coming season. If not — they
can expect inflated prices of
as much as 15 per cent — and
non-availability of. many
needed production tools."
Gregory also noted that
many production plants are
located in areas hard hit by
natural gas shortages — and if
the plants didn't have the
capability of converting to
another energy source, have
been cualelled severely in
productinn. • This -fart, he -
warned, "could spell serious
'rich production gets- into
full swing again, the com-
petition for transportation of
A Consumer Tip
from Extension Specialists at
the UK College of Agriculture
Rice is inexpensive, nutri-
tious and easy to prepare:it
..is a staple for much of the
world's population._ It is an
economical addition as a side
dish in meals or as a meat
—stretcher. _
the finished products was Store all foods correctly
predicted to be "fierce" -- after -purchase. No matter
with the mov_ement DI_ -how. good a stopper you are,
materials to points of sale wasted food cuts down on
ISeing hampered, posing the arnourn .ytut savect from
another probilem in wise shopping.
availability...




All Types Grain Storage & Grain Handling Equip.
We have added
BAUGHMAN BINS
TO OUR GRAIN BIN LINE
We were able to purchase 10 bins at a very
special discount. We can sell these bins at real good savings
to you between now and March 20th.
5100 bu., 21' 6-ring plus foundation ring
Ladders inside and out Tube and weld
Channel lock floor 24" fan
Entrance collar Walk-in door
Transition 2 roof hatches FOB Lynnville, Ky.
Unloading auger with drive head
DELIVERY AND ERECTION AVAIUBLE
Call Gerald Irvan









If you've got a John Deere in the field. • •
we want to keep it there, working, with our 'factory trained' service people!
JONIII HE'
LBWS WILLIAMS GERRY ARNOLD DAVID WILLIAMS CLIFTON JETTON
ROBERT BARRETT TEDDY BEANE
PAT HUTSON
It takes J-D factory parts to keep you working and we at
J-D Equipment, Maylkiditave the largest parts department
in Western Kentucky. We want to keep you working too.
OUR -FLEET Of NEW, MODERN
SERVICE TRUCKS ARE AT YOUR SERVICE
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24-Year-Old Gary Koch Wins
Citrus Open Golf Tournament
By BOB GREEN
AP Golf Writer
ORLANDO, Fla. AP) -
Gary Koch set out on the pro
golf tour this year with two -
goalS iii riaihd-- one-of an
immediate nature, one mon4-
!arranging.
"I wanted to win a tour-
nament and make the top 60
money-winners for the
year)," the slender Koch said.
"More importantly, I
wanted to continue to im-
prove.
"I'm awful young, only 24. I
figure if I can continue to
improve every year, then by
the time I'm 27 or 28 or 29,
well, I ought to be just fine, be
in fine shape."
He achieved that immediate




Tickets for the First Region
Basketball Tournament went
on sale at noon today at
Murray High School.
Tickets will be sold at the
high school until 3 p. m.
Tuesday at the office. and the site of his victory, at
The Tigers open Regional 15, in the national peewee
play Tuesday at 7 p. m. in the competition.
MSU Sports Arena against Koch started the day with a
Lowes. two-stroke, advantage and
Prices for the tickets are never relinquished the top
three dollars for reserved -*spot despite challenges from





general admission and one
dollar for students.
Dale
almost-certain grasp on a spot
in the top 60 money-winners -
with his two-stroke triumph
and 'the $40,000 first prize
Sunday in the friendly,
familiar confines-of the 6,929-
_yard Rio Pinar Country Club
course, a favorite playground
r Koch since the age of nine.
And the victory, his second
any years on the tour,
m irmlY on the road to
long-range goal of con-
d improvement and
placed him solidly among the
seemingly endless ranks of the
emerging young men who are
turning the rich tour into their
own, private plaything. Throw
out Jack Nicklaus, and the
average age of the winners
this year is 25.7.
"I can't think of anyplace
I'd rather win than here in
central Florida," said Koch, a
resident of nearby Temple
Terrace, Fla., a product of the
University of Florida whose
legions of alums followed
Koch with almost constant
cries of "Go, Gators, Go."
He won it with a gritty, last-
round 70, two-under-par, and a
-274 total over the hot, humid,
heavily-wooded Rio Pinar
course. That's where he
played his first competitive




Seven Tourney In Romp
By ED SHEARER
AP Sports Writer
MEMPHIS AP) - Four-
teenth-ranked Cincinnati,
claiming its second straight
Metropolitan Conference title,
and No. 10 Louisville face
some -tough opposition





Georgia Tech 74-61 Saturday
night to win the Metro tour-
nament and learned Sunday
that they will face in-
dependent Marquette, a
276. perennial power, in 
the
Steve Melnyk was fourth, opening round of the 
Midwest
his_bes4 „Alla_ Regional _ at Omaha, Neb.,_  _
68-277. At 278 were Bob Zen- Saturday.
Louisville, upset 56-55
Friday night in the Metro
semifinals by Tech's Cin-
derella outfit, snared an at-
large invitation to the NCAA
but the selection committee
did the Cardinals no favor.
Louisville must face college
basketball's most dominant
team - the UCLA Bruins- in
a West Regional opener at
Pocatello, Idaho.
"I feel we have as good a
chance as anyone to win the
national championship,"
Coach (tale Catlett of Cin-
cinnati said after the victory
in a rugged contest.
Meanwhile, Memphis State,
another Metro member, is to
face 12th-ranked Alabama on
Thursday in the first round of
the National Invitational
Tournament. The game is to
be played in Birmingham,
Ala.
Gary Yoder, named the
tourney's most valuable
player, gave the Bearcats
their oncourt leadership and
Bob Miller, the 6-foot-10
center, dominated the inside
against the smaller Tech
players.
Miller
putters in his bag, and the
fidgety Inman, each with a
closing 68, tied for second at
der, Australian Graham
Marsh and Victor Regalado of
Mexico. Marsh and Zender
haa.71s, Regalado a seven-
under-par 65. -
Masters champ Ray Floyd
was 69-280, with other
established stars well back.
Defending title holder Hale
Irwin was 74-286, Arnold
Palmer 75-287 and Lee
Trevino, in his second start
since major back surgery last
year, was out of the money at
76-295.
Added To Staff
KANSAS CITY { AP) -Bud
Moore, coach of the Kansas
football team, is tuning up for
spring practice with a
honeymoon in Hawaii.
The 37-year-old Moore was
married Saturday to Margi
Murphy, a professional model
from Kansas City, in a small
private wedding at her
parents home here. It was the
second marriage for both.
Moore will begin his third




Africa - Austrian Niki Lauda
won the South African Grand
Prtx in a race which claimed.
the life of driver_.Tom Pryce of
Wales ari4 a.race official.
WINNING CHEERLEADERS-The Murray High cheerleaders won the first place trophy in the
District competition and will move on to the Regional competition this week. From left to right
are Becky West, Regina Bumphis, Gwen Purdom, Elizabeth Whitmer, Donna Hughes, Laurie






\o MdttPr what the
garment, if you liked it
well enough to buy it --
look your best in it' Enjoy












( /Ord Wager Drycleancr
C 1J fp. 13.1"11
Sweaters
99' each
Bring arty number. You must present
this coupon when you bring your






Bring any number. You must present
this coupon when you bring your
cleaning to Boone's Cleaners,




Shirts 3 for 994
Laundered
Bring any number. You must present
this coupon when you bring your













Mike-, Jones -19 and -Yoder 18.
The Bearcats surged to a 19-
point tead in the first half and
saw Tech explode to within
five points seven minutes into
the final half.
It was then that the Bear-
cats went into a spread offense
that turned the game into a
rout after Tech stars Tico
Brown and Jim Wood fouled.
out
Tech trailed only 55-49 with
11:19 remaining, but it
appeared the Jackets might
not score again. Finally Lenny
Horton broke a 9:12 scoreless
drought when he hit a layup
with 2:07 left in the game.
• :1 though the spread offense
was a- big factor in our favor,"
---05t1Rts-air "We were -ATM-
shoot quite a few layups off of
it. Miller was a dominating
force in the game. They
couldn't handIo him inside."
Brown and Billy Smith, who
trigo?red the second half
comeback, each scored 16
points for Tech.
By The Associated Press
EAST
Columbia 93, Dartmouth 57
Harvard 77, Cornell 71
Penn 78, Brown 77
Princeton 61, Yale 39
SOUTH
Florida 79, Mississippi St 72
Mississippi 90, 1..SU 68
Tennessee 81, Kentucky 79
Vanderbilt 74, Georgia 71
MIDWEST
Ball St 83, Kent St 80
Cent Michigan 94. Bowling
Green 91
Dayton 86, Cincinnati Xavier
48
Idaho St 93, Montana St 77
Indiana 75, Ohio St 69
Iowa 94. Wisconsin 93, 2.0Ts
Marquette 72, Creighton 60
Michigan St 62, Illinois 61
Michigan 84, Purdue 79
Minnesota 105, Northwestern
82
Notre -Dame 93, San _Fran-
cisco 82
Toledo 64, W Michigan 49
FAR WEST
Arizona St 95. Arizona 89, OT
California 101, Stanford 91*
Colorado St 78, New Mexico
64
Idaho St 61, Weber St 55
Nev ad a-I,as Vegas 117,
Pepperdme 94
Portland 93, Nevada-Reno 72
Seattle U 108, St. Mary's. Ca-
lif. 86
UCLA 78, S Cal 69
Utah 67, Brigham Young 54










Syracoe 67 Old Dominion 64
Metro New York
Championship
St. Johns, N.Y.. 83, Seton Hall
73
Consolation
Army 64, Manhattan 62
New England
Holy Cross 68, Providence 67
ECBL
Championship
Duquesne 57, Villanova 54
Consolation




Hofstra 92, I.a Salle 81
Metropolitan Conference
Championship




S Illinois 82, W Texas St 69
PCAA
Semifinals
San Jose St 75, San Diego St
74




Arkansas 80, Houston 74 •
Sunday's College
Basketball Results
By The Assbciated Press
strowtsr
Michigan 69, Marquette 68
EXHIBITION
USSR 96, Arizona 80
fr701.:NAMEN'TS
Pacific Coast Athletic Associ-
ation
Championship
Long Beach St 76, San Jose
St 63 '
SKIING
SUN VALLEY, Idaho -
Phil Mahre of White Pass,
Was! . edged Swedish world
chan,pion Ingemar Stenmark
in tht. slalom event Saturday,
but the Swede captured
Sunda 's giant slalom by
nearl a full second to vir-
tuall clinch his second
consecutive world title. Use
Marie Norerod of Switzerland
completed a sweep of the
women's event beating Kathy
Kreiner of Canada by .04
seconds in the giant slalom.
BOYS' WINNERS-Tht Murray High boys display thoir fire place trophy after def eating ma,
ski] Coady $3-74 Saturday night in the finals of flit Fourth District Tournament The story and
photos of the gams are on page eight.
(Sten Ploetes In MA0 Ilkumkon)
GIRLS' CHAMPS-The Marshall County girls won the championship in the Fourth District Tour-
nament Friday night when Calloway County won over Murray High. Here, the Marshals display
their trophy.
(Stet notes by Nike Inewdes)
final price slashes





ends saturday FINALDAYS!HURRY, HURR
HURRY
WHAT'S LEFT
SELLING STARTS AT 9:30 A.M. TUESDAY, MARCH 8th
1
WHAT'S LEFT ra HERE EARLY!
COUNT-DOWN SLING TO THE VERY END..
PHASE "ONE" TUESDAY
WEDNESDAY It THURSDAY







MARC H 11 & 12th
60°A, 70 0/0,FE!,,F,7FL.UI4R
CE_ k
FINAL DAYS BUY NOW!
Everything Must Be Sold!
LAST CHANCE TO SAVE MONEY!
SALE HOURS • 9'30 A M TO 5:30 P.M 
MONDAY THROUGH SATURDAY
WILLIAMS FABRIC CENTER
MINE,AL WElLS AVE • PARIS SQUARE SHO
PPING CENT'S • PARS TENN • PHONE 641 
710.1
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Murray High Wins District Crown
GOT IT! —Jeff Copeland (33) of the Marshals hauls this rebound away from Bill McHugh (23) of the Tigers. Cop
eland, only a
junior, had a super game with 18 points and a brilliant night from the field. Others watching include Andrea Pe
rry (33), Larry
Schaper (34) and Raymond Sims (10).
(Staff Photos by Mike Brandon)
4
Some Of Nation's Best
Players To Be At NIT
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK ( AP) — The
National Invitation Tour-
nament may not have the best
teams in the country, but it
has some of the best players.
National scoring leader
Freeman Williams and his
Portland State teammates
• will be sitting it out during
postseeson play, but the NIT




nounced a 16-team field
Sunday, headed by 12th-
ranked Alabanta. There are
no byes and all eight first-
round games are scheduled
outside New York City this
Tuesday, Wednesday and
Thursday.
The field includes Oral
Roberts with star Anthony
Roberts, Indiana State and
:Larry Bird and Houston with
"Otis Birdsong. In last week's
national statistics, Roberts
was averging 32.2 points a
game, Bird 31.7 and Birdsong
30.5. •
The NIT also has Seton
Hall's Glen Mosley, the
natipn's No. 2 rebounder. Bird
-ranks ninth in that depart-
ment.
-TeaTn-wise, Houston is
second nationally in scoring
and Old Dominion is sixth.
The first-round pairings:
Tuesday, March 8 — Illinois
State at Creighton.
Wednesday March 9 —
Indiana State at Houston,
Georgetown, D.C., at Virginia
'Tech, Oregon at Oral Roberts
and Villano4. at Old
Dominion.
Thursday, March 10 —
Memphis State vs. Alabama
at Birmingham, Ala.; St.
Bonaventure vs. Rutgerjs at
Princeton, N.J., and eton
Hall vs. Massachusetts at
Springfield:Mass.'.
The eight- first-found win-
PERFECTION—Raymond Sims displays a perfect shooting
form from the outside as he goes up over Chris Orr (15) of the
Marshals. Sims, who hit this shot, fired in 22 points and played
one of his best defensive games of his career in the Tiger win.
Free for the Asking!
write
BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE
Box 307, Murray, KY 42071
ners will come to New York's
Madison Square Garden for
the quarter-finals March 14-
15. The semifinals are
scheduled for March 17 with
the championship game the







Beauty Box .. .. 51 37
Corvette Lanes 50 38
Bank ol Murray 50 38
Jerry's Restaurant.   49 39
Johnson's Gro. 48 40
Deruuson-Hunt 48 40
Peoples Bank 47'1 40"1
Murray ins 474 404
Murray Theaters  441  411-1
Hospital Pharmacy .  41 47
- 374 504
Paradise Kennels 37 51
Murray-Calloway Hosp. . . . . . 35 53
Dixie Cream Donuts 30 58
High Team Game , SC i
Beauty Box 810
Hospital Pharmacy 787
Jerry's Restaurant .....  772
High Team Game , HC )
Hospital Pharmacy  1073
Jerry's Restaurant  1053
Beauty Box  1032




High Team Series ) HC )
Hospital Pharmacy 2939
Jerry's Restaurant 2935
Johnson's Gro. . .. 2890












High Ind. Series i HC )
Ethelene MeCallon . ...
Paula Arnett 648




Marge Hinman . . 161
Nancy Webet . . 153
Mary HILITLI    149
Elaine Pittinger 148





which plays its final regular-
season game tonight against
Florida, was the only eligible
member of last week's
Associated Press Top Twenty
not invited to the NCAA
Tournainent. The Crimson
Tide was bypassed because
two other. Southeastern
Conference teams, Tennessee
and Kentucky, were chosen.
However, the NIT can lay
claim to Oregon, a two-time
conqueror of UCLA, the
nation's No. 4 team.
The selection process was
not without controversy when
it was reported that the NIT
offered a bid to Maryland but
Withdrew it in a dispute with
Athletic Director Jim Kehoe
over a first-round pairing with
Old Domini9n.
The initial round of games
around the country marks a
departure from previous
years, when all NIT games
were held in New York. In the
past, the NIT has been
criticized for inviting teams
from the Northeast with
unimpressive records but
ticket-selling potential. For
that reason, the tournament
committee decided on out-of-
town first-round games.
TENNIS
SAN JUAN, P.R. — Jimmy
Connors defended his
Heavyweight Championship
of Tennis downing Ilie Nastase
of Romania 4-6,6-3,7-5,6-3 in a
$250,000 winner take all
match.
MEMPHIS — Sweden's
Bjorn Borg, the No. 1 seed,
defeated Brian Gottfried of Ft.
Laiiderda4e, Fla., 6-4, 6-3, 4-6,




By the Associated Press
CLARKSVILLE, Tenn.
I AP) — Middle Tennessee
State overturned reguar
season champion Austin Peay
Arhere 77-65 Saturday night to





The victory gives Middle
Tennessee the right to com-
pete in the NCAA Mideast
fegional tournament as the
OVC representative.
"This is the greatest
basketball win of my career,"
Earle said after the game,
tears streaming down his
cheeks. "There simply are no
words to describe it, no words
at all.
But Austin Peay Coach hake
Kelly disagreed, saying he
was "very disappointed" with
his teams performance.
Austin- Fc_ay won the regular
season championship with a
13-1 conference record and a
dazzling 24-3 overall mark.
Greg Joyner and Bob
Martin each scored 13 points
in the second half to fuel the
victory for the Blue Raiders.
Joyner and Martin finished
with 19 points each, while
Sleepy Tkaylor added 14 and
Lewis Mack tallied 13 for the
winning Raiders.
The lead seesawed
throughout the first half, with




defense stalled Austin Peay in
the second half. The Gover-
nors, unable. to penetrate on
effense, coml'i itted 12 of their
..otal A4 tur overs in the
second half. ,• - .
At the same time, Middle
Tennessee — picked in a pre-
season poll to finish fifth in the
OVC — was hitting on 75, per
cent of its shots from the floor.
Otis Howard was' the high
scorer for Austin Peay with 20
points, while teammate Cal‘ in
Garrett added 19 and Dennis
Pagan contributed 14.
Last Quarter Surge Carries Tigers To
Impressive 83-74 Win Over Marshals
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Cary Miller's Murray High
Tigers were like a library
book that had been checked
out a month ago and 'forgotten
about: The . Tigers were
overdue.
They almost had to pay a
fine Friday night but somehow
managed to win over
Calloway County. Then
Saturday MilkraY
State Sports Arena, Murray
High and Marshall County
turned to chapter three of the
book.
The title of the book?
-Winning through In-
timidation," a popular best-
seller, And that's exactly what
Murray High did to Marshall
County, intimidating the
Marshals in the final half with
a rugged man-to-man defense
to capture an 83-74 win and the
championship of the Fourth
District Tournament.
We were definitely
overdue. I knew we could play
like this, it was just a matter
of time before we put it all
together in one game," Miller
said.
Chapter three was the third
meeting of the year between
tile two clubs. At Murray, the
Tigers coasted to a relatively
easy win then trailed by as
much as 18 points before
taking a one-point win last
month at Benton over the
Marshals.
For Marshall County, which
led for much of the game, it
was a frustrating and tough
loss to take. The Marshals
played well, perhaps they
played as well as they possibly
could hare played.
"I think if we can play in the
Regional as well as we played
-a-gatn-st Murray -Hie,- -we
might wind up in the cham-
pionship game. And who
knows? We might wind up
playing Murray High again,"
Marshall County coach Rick
Leeper said.
There were a dozen dif-
ferent keys in the game but
Leeper thought the main
factor was 5-11 jumping jack
Lindsey Hudspeth of the
Tigers.
"His work on the offensive
boards was probably the
biggest factor in the game. We
just couldn't keep him off the
boards," Leeper said.
Hudspeth, who had 14 points
and was one of five Tigers in
ernitap figures, pulled down 15
rebounds in an awesome
display of power, finesse and
leaping ability.
Late in the first half,
sophomore guard Chris Orr
hit two free throws to give the
Marshals a 33-31 lead,
breaking the sixth tie of the
half.
Marshall County worked the
lead out to as much as eight
points in the- third period but
then under the preSsure of
working -against Murray's
wicked press and man-to-map
defense, the Marshals began
to lose momentum.
By the end of the third
period, the Marshals led only
60-59.
With 6:27 left in the game,
senior guard Raymond Sims
hit two free throws and
Murray led 63-62, the first
Tiger lead since early in the
second quarter.
Hudspeth's biggest of-
-ferisive rebound carte VIM
3:13 left in the game. Andrea
Perry had just missed a free
throw and Hudspeth sailed
into the lane and put back in
the two-pointer, giving
Murray a tie at 69.
On the press, Perry came up
with a steal and drove for a
layup, giving Murray a 71-69
lead.
Murray still led by two, 73-
71, when one of the major
turning points of the game
occurred.
The Marshals stole the ball
and went down and missed
two shots under the basket.
Murray quickly brought the
ball down after Hudspeth got
the rebound and Sims, hit
Perry on a beautiful assist,
giving the Tigers a 75-71 lead.
With 1:51 left, the Marshals
threw the ball away against
the press. Just 10 seconds
later, senior guard Bill
McHugh pumped in a 15-footer
and Murray led 77-71.
"It was a good clutch shot.
He was open and he had been
playing with a lot of con-
fidence. That might have been
the shot that broke it open for





LOUISVILLE, Ky. 1AP) —
If recent history repeats itself,
the University of Louisville's
basketball team will make a
brief appearance in the NCAA
tournament.
But the Cardinals aren't• 
terribly distraught at the
prospect of meeting 4th-
ranked UCLA in the first
round of the West Regional
Saturday, even though they've
lost to the Bruins in two of the
last five NCAA cham-
pionships.
The Cardinals are just
thrilled to be in the tour-
nament.
-We could have gotten an
eas‘er draw," Louisville
coach Denny Crum said
Sunday, -but I'm just happy
we're going."
Despite its 21-6 record, there
was considerable concern that
10th ranked Louisville would
not receive an NCAA bid,
particularly after losing
Friday night to Qeorgia Tech
in the semifinals of the Metro-
GEORGE GUNS—Big George Phelps (55) of the Marsh, Is
fires up two of his 13 points as Lindsey Hudspeth of Murray
High defends. Hudspeth hod a big game for Murray as he rip-
ped down 15 rebounds and scored 14 points.
(Staff Photos by Mice Briandon)
jumper.
Junior guard Jeff Copeland
came back down and fired up
an off-balance 15-fOoter. He
missed and Perry snared the
rebound. Then with 55 seconds
left, Perry cinched it as he
drove to the bucket to score,
making it 79-71.
Perry charged on the play,
picking up his fifth foul but he
exited to the tune-of a standing
ovation from the noisy Tiger
fans:-
Jeff Brandon, who had
scored 16 points in the first
half and was 12-13 at the free
throw line, missed his second
shot after Perry had fouled,
making it 79-72.
The Marshals got the ball
back after a Tiger turnover
and Copeland hit from 15 and
was fouled. But he missed the
free throw. Sims hit four free
throws in the final seconds to
give Murray the final nine-
point spread.
"Their quickness at the
guard positions really hurt
us," Leeper said.
"We still had the ball in our
hands but they were able to
kick it out and go on the break
after stealing it from us,"
Leeper said.
Besides the quickness of the
guards, it was also the
ballhandling of the guards
that made a big difference in
the game. Murray had only six
turnovers while the Marshals
had 15.
Brandon led all scorers with
24 points while Copeland
added 18 and center George
Phelps 13.




Since running up a 15-game
winning streak, the Cardinals
have lost four of seven games.
And since starting forward
Larry Williams broke a bone
in his foot on Feb 15, Louisville
has lost three games out of
five.
The absence of the 6-foot-71/2
sophomore, the team's
leading rebounder and 'No. 3
scorer, has disrupted
Louisville on both defense and
offense.
Williams played briefly but
ineffectively against Georgia
Tech, and Crum is doubtful
that his team can handle
UCLA without him.
"If Larry doesn't play, I
don't know if we can beat
tAiem," said Crum, who both
played and served as an
assistant under former UCLA
Coach John Wooden.
-If he can play at 90 or 100
per cent, I think we have a
good chance of beating them."
Crum added that -three of
four" Cardinals who per-
formed poorly against
Georgia Tech would have to
play considerably better
igainst UCLA. "They better,
or we'll get killed."
Speaking from experience,
Crum also cited UCLA's
"great record in tournament
--
Under Crum Louisville lost
to UCLA'96-77 in the 1971-72
NCAA semifinals and fell 75-74
in overtime in the 1974-75
semifinals.
AUTO RACING
ONTARIO, Callt — A.J.
Foyt moved ahead on the 21st
lap and Steadily built his lead
to win the $40,000 cham-
pionship car portion of the
Twin 200's. Jimmy Insolo
edged Bobby Unger by half-a
car-length to win the $55,000
stock car portion of the event.
while hot-shooting Brett
Harcourt hit for 16. Hudspeth
added 14 while Perry had 12
and Frank Gilliam 10, all of
which came in the first half.
Murray outrebounded
Marshall County 39-28 with
Hudspeth's 15 leading the
statistics while Perry had 11.
"We have a hard-working
bunch of kids who believe in
themselves. We went out
relaxed and didn't get worried
when we were behind. We got
a gopd effort out of everyone
who played," Miller said.
"Sims had a super
ballgame, both offeaiively
and defensively. Bill McHagh
did an excellent job and gave
it everything he had. Both
Sims and McHugh did a good
job in applying pressure to
their guards.
"Gilliam hit five of seven
from the field and gave a good
effort. Hudspeth had a sub-par
performance Friday against
Calloway but he more than
made up for it.
"I thought Richie Richard-
son also came in and did a fine
job for us. He was just happy
he was able to dress because
he had been sick all week.
Perry did a good job,
especially in the last quarter
where he had eight points.
"And I felt Harcourt had his
best game of the season, if not
his career," Miller added.
Overall, it was -one Of the
best games the Tigers have
played this season. And, it was
definitely the best game
Murray has played in the last
two or three weeks.
"It was the type of effort we
knew We could get out of
them," Miller said. .
"Marshall County really
played tough. They certainly
came to play," Miller added.
The Tigers will put their 18-3
record on the line in the
opening game of the Regizial
Tuesday against Lowes.
Lowes, which is a big and
physical team, wiii,Vamg 23-
6 record into the contest which
will begin at 7 p. m.
Marshall County, now .15-11
on the year, is in the lower
bracket of the tourney and has
. a rough road ahead if they are
to reach the finals.
The Mrashals will play at
8:30 p. m. Wednesday against
Paducah Tilghman. The two
clubs have split during the
season, each team winning at
home.
Also in the lower bracket is
the Region's top-rated team,
Symsonia.
M, NO
fg ft pi tp
Perry 6 0 5 12
Harcourt 7 2 5 16
Sims 8 6 2 22
McHugh  3 0 4 6
Gilliam 5 0 2 10
Richardson 1 1 2 3
Hudspeth 1 6 2 14
Totals 34 15 72 33
&mid Uwe,
fg ft pi
Phelps 4 5 4
Schaper 2 0 0
Copeland 9 0 5
Moss 2 1 1
Brandon 6 12 4
S'hammer 1 0 2
Orr 2 4 2












15 22 22 24-83
20 23 17 14-74
MISS YOUR PAPER?
Sabstribers who hove riot
received their bonse•defivered
copy of The 'Barmy ledger &
Times by 5:30 p. m. Monday
today or by 1:30 p. m. on Satur-
days ere wood to call 7 5 3-1 9 1 6
between 5:30 p. as. and Op. m.,
Monday-Friday, Of 3:30 p. m.
and 4 p. is,. Saturdays to i 
delivery of the newspaper. Cells
most be placed by 6 p. au. week-
days or 4' p. m. Satwdnys to
guarantee delivery.
Keep Your Family Safe
At Home In Your Own
SWIMMING POOL
OUR PRE-SEASON SPECIAL CAN
SAVE YOU OVER $1,000!
Avoid the ever increasing dangers of highway driving
and public facilities. Promote family togetherness and
good health through the fun and physical exercise of
swimming. Have your own standby water supply in
case of fire or other emergency.
PROGRESSIVE POOLS
Route 1 fddyville, hy
* Call 388-9667 collect to a-range
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First Region Boys' Pairings
msu Sports Arena, March 8, 9, 11 and 12
Murray
Tuesday. 7 p on
L owes Its41
Fultqn Co
Tueflay. 3 30 p m'
Lone Oak
Friday, 7 p m
Syrnsoroa .25-4!
Vieduesda), 7 p. on.
Fulton City is-lip
Saturday I p on Champion
Trigh.,an. 122-71
WednrsdaN is 30 p on.
Marshall Co 15-11
Friday. 11•30 p.
First Region Girls' Pairings
Mayfield High School, March 7, 10 and 12
Lovves
Moeda', 1.X p. on
Calloway
Tifqhman 124-3i
%today, 3 p. in.
Fulton Co
Thursday, 7 p. at.
Marshall Co ii441




Mondav 3 30 p. on
M& ,,f ield
Champion
Dons, Wildcats Upset While
Michigan Edges By Marquette
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer •
The Michigan Wolverines
started the 1976-77 basketball
season as the nation's No. 1
team, and Coach Johnny Orr
thinks they should start their
'second season' the same
way.
"There shouldn't be any
question in anyone's mind now
should be No. 1 going
into the NCAA tournament,"
says Orr.
The Wolverines, ranked
third last week, made some
points for the top spot by
Mariaott.s.-62.11&
Sunday after the country' i No.
1 and No. 2 teams were beaten
Saturday.
Notre Dame', 'an habitual
streak-breaker, defeated No. 1
San Francisco 93-82, ending
the Duns' 29-game- winriffig-
string.i Second-ranked Ken-
tucky; was upset by No. 11.
Tennessee 81-79 in a game that.,
forced a tie between the
Wildcats and Vols in the
Southeastern-Conference.
"Our team showed as muCh
courage as you can have,"
said Orr after the Wolverines
came back from an 11-point
deficit. "We had a makeshift
lineup. It was our third game
iniour-days pp.. twelve-beast on
rnad four da,vs " 
tirliday,1731Fil. M.
Pistons End Streak As
Barnes Gets 23 Points
By The Associated Press
The Detroit- Pistons- are
working smoothly again after
a nifty ring job.
Seven players scored in
double figures Sunday, led by
Marvin Barnes' 23 points, as
New Coach
ST. LOUIS tAPi - Ron
Coleman will be the first black
head basketball coach at St.
Louis University, the St. Louis
Post-Distiatch said Sunday.
The newspaper said
Coleman. 31, was offered the
job Friday and would an-
nounce his acceptance
Tuesday. Coleman played
basketball at the University of
Missouri from 1963 to 1967.
On Friday the school
announced that.. head- Coach
Randy Albrecht had been
relieved of his duties. Officials
•were scheduled to meet with .
Albrecht today to discuss a
financial settlement for the
remaining year of his con-
tract.
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Bel-Air Center 4
The most noticeable ab-
sentee from the Michigan
lineup was Rickey Green, the
- -Weiver-i-Res-!---quiek-footed
guard- who played just two
minutes because of a hip in-
jury. But he wasn't missed too
much, after Steve Grote hit
two game-winning free throws
with 23 seconds left.
It wasn't a totally lost day
for Marquette, however, since
the Warriors were, one of 14 at-
large teams selected for the
NCAA playoffs.
_Along with Marquette, other
independents named Sunday





committee also picked ftvt
conference teams to attend
the NCAA playoffs in the at
large category: Wake Forest
and Central Michigan will
decide that league title
tonight.
Sixth-ranked North Carolina
aas among the latest con-
ference champions to join the
NCAA field. The Tar Heels
won the Atlantic Coast Con-
ference playoffs' with a
stirring 75-69 decision over
of the Atlantic Coast Con-
ference; Purdue of the Big 111,_
Louisville of the Metro ,7
Conference and Arizona of t -
Western Athletic Conference
In addition, the NCAA mali
room in its playoffs for both
Tennessee and Kentui.ky
Both finish their regular
season tonight -- Tenness•.e
the injury-riddled Pistons Knicks 110, 76ers 102 against Vanderbilt and
_snapped a three-game Earl Monroe scored 2'7 of his Kentucky against Georgia
National Basketball 31 points in the Tirst half as-th-e ancrif theTr-both- win, as es-
Association losing streak by Knicks took command in the
beating the Atlanta Hawks first 4,i minutes and led the
115-105. rest of the way.
Barnes, replacing All-Star Bullets 118, Suns 110 .
center Bob Lanier, who Phil Chenier connected on 16
suffered a broken hand Friday of 24 shots for a season-high 38
night, tossed in eight points in points on the heels of a 30-point
the last quarter while Howard effort Saturday night against
Porter chipped in seven more New Orleans and 21 Friday
to enable the Pistons to fight night against Atlanta.
off the Hawks. Bulls 94, Warriors 89
Elsewhere, the Boston John Mengelt sank six free
Celtics edged the 'Denver throws in the final four
Nuggets 112-110 in overtime, minutes to push. Chicago
the New York Knicks downed safely ahead of Golden State
the Philadelphia 76ers 110-102, 'for the Bulls' seventh straight
the Washington Bullets topped triumph.
the. Phoenix Suns 118-110, the
Chicago Bulls turned back the
Golden, State Warriors 94-89,
the Los Angeles Lakers
outlasted the Cleveland
-Cavaliers 104-99, the-Houston
Rockets beat the New York•
Nets 99-91, the Kansas- City
Kings nipped the Milwaukee
Bucks 109,108-and the Indiana
Pacers defeated the - New
Orleans Jazz 110-106.
 Barnes and M.L. Carr paced
a 12-0 Detroit - burst in the
ssecontIperiod-thatAnabled the
Pistons to grab Command and
they led the rest of the, way
despite a 36-point per-
formance by Atlanta's John
Drew.
Howard Porter and, Ralph
Simpson each had 17 points for
the Pistons, Carr had.16, Chris
Ford 14, Kevin Porter 12-and
Leon Douglas 10.
Celtics 112, Nuggets 110
Kevin Stacom and John
Havlicek connected on three-
pointPlays late in overtime to
nail down the victory. Stacom
hit his three-pointer with 2:12
remaining to give Boston a
109-106 lead, then 'Havlicek
came through after Jim Price
got a field goal for Denver.
Curtis Rowe's three-point play
for Boston with 1:45
remaining in the fourth
quarter tied the game at 100-
100 and sent it into overtilne.
pected, then the Vols will
represent the SEC in the
Mideast Region while the
Wildcats will join the NrAA
playoffs in an at-large role IL
the East.
Syracuse, St. John's and




  With the at-large berths an!
most of • the conferem e
championships settled, that
left only the Mid-Amerm -x:
Conference winner to he
determined. Miami of Ohl,
Wildcats Will Probably
Be Playing Princeton
- Sy BOB COOPER
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. t AP -
"At this poinp you just start off
from scratch,' but there's a lot
of games left," Kentucky
basketball coach Joe Hall said
Sunday after his team all but
blew its chances to represent
the Southeastern Conference
in the NCAA Mideast Regional
tournament.
Kentucky's only chance to
play on its home floor in the
Mideast Regional would be a
victory over Georgia at
Athens tonight coupled with a
'Vanderbilt triumph over
Tennessee on the Vols' home
floor at the same time. This is
utilikeTy.
Most probably Kentucky
will wind up playing in the
NCAA East Regional against
Princeton, , instead, while
Tennessee Will be the
representative of the SEC in
the Mideast Regional at
Lexington.
Assuming that both teams
win tonight, they will be co-
champions of the conference,
but Tennessee, with two
victories over Kentu( ky.
would get the Mideast
Regional bid.
Hall said he.doesn't expect
Georgia to use the same .Stall
that they employed in their
first game against Kentucky
at Rupp Arena in Lexington.
when the Wildcats eeked out a
64-59 overtime victory.
,Kentucky, with its con-
ference title on the line, fell t,
Tennesiee 81-79.Saturday in a
regionally televised game
after leading by 11 points
early,in the second half.
The firlAt part of the ganie
was all Tennessee," Hall said.
"and then we came back and
had the lead at halftime.
"We 'extended it out to 11
points, but at that time Larry
Johnson picked up his fourth
foul and we took him out:
Hall said.
"They outscored us about 14,
points in five minutes arid We
put Larry back in the line*
Uut that's when he got his fifth.




champions over the weekend
included, - Arkansas, Cin-
cinnati, Princeton, Southern
Illinois, Middle Tennessee.
Duquesne. Utah, Idaho State.
Hofstra and Long Beach State.
Seventh-ranked Arkansas
won the Southwestern Con-
-UPAND OVER-Bill McHugh of Murray High goes up and
over Jeff Brandon (30) of Marshall County. Brandon, who hit
-12 of 14 from tire free threw line, scored 24 points in the con-
test, Watching at the lower left is Lindsey fludspeth of
Murray.
Regional Cage Pairings
By The Associated Press
Buss Regioaal Pairings
1st at Murray 'State -
Tuesday










































































, 8th at Henry Co
Wednesday
Svtt Co; Bullitt •























ference playoffs with an 80-74
victory over Houston. Cin-
cinnati, ranked 14th in the
nation, whipped Georgia Tech
74-61 in the finals of the Metro-
7 playoffs.
Princeton nailed down the
Ivy League with a 61-39 rout of
Yale. Southern Illinois cap-
tured the MisSouri Valley
Conference title with an 82-69
decision over West Texas
State. Middle Tennessee took
the Ohio Valley Conference
championship by beating
Austin Peay 77-65. Duquense
won the Eastern
intercollteaate Basketball
League title with a 57-54
victory over V illanova.
Utah won the Western
Athletic ' Conference as a
combined result of it 67-54
victory over Brigham Young
and Arizona- Slate's
•, 4,arry Utah .pas t  Brigham
Young. Steve Hayes and Greg
Griffin scored 14 points apiece
as Idaho State defeated Weber
State. Rich Laurel poured in
:13 points to help Hofstra
defeat La Salle. Long Beach
defeated San Jose State








W. L Pet , GB
PluiPhia 37 25 .597 -
Boston. :f3 31 516 5
NY Knks 29 35 453 9
Buffalo 24 40 .375 14
'NY 'Nets • 20 45 .300 18's
triumph over ..krizona. -Idaho
State won the Big Sky title
with a 61-55 triumph over
Weber State. Hofstra won the
East Coast Conference
playoffs by beating La Salle
83-73.
Long Beach State won the
Pacific Coast Athletic
Association championship by
beating San Jose State 76-63.
Five other teams were in
possession of titles before
Central Divisioa
Washton 39 609 --
Houston 36 26 581 2
S Anton 36 28 563 3
Cleve 33 28 .541 4'2
N OrIns -26 -38 406 13
Atliita '33 39 400 13b2
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
Denver , • 41 n 01 -
Detroit VI 576 4,1
Kan City 13 31 .516 81.2
Chicago 11 34 .477 11
Indiana 10 35 462 12
Milwkec 21 46 313 22
, Pacific Division
Los Ang 40 24 625 -
Portland 39 .600 1
Saturday - San Francisco in Goidn St  37 29 .561 3',2
t-h-e—W est • Coilit A 9
Conference; Kansas State in Phoenix 26 37 .413 13
the Big Eight; UCLA in the Sa
turday's Results
Houston 119, Milwaukee 106
pacific-8; Michigan in the Big San Antonio 120. Buffalo 109
10 and VMI in the Southern Philadelphia 117, New York
Knicks 114-Conference. 
A total of 32 teams will start 165Washington 117, New Orleans
first-round NCAA play next Indiana 118, Detroit 96
week at eight sites and the Portland 134, Seattle 104
eventual four regional win- . Sunday's Results
ners will meet in Atlanta 'for Boston 112, Denver 110. OT
the semifinals and finals





Notre Dame pulled off the Kansas City ,109, Milwaukee
biggest upset of the season 108
with its victory over San ('hicag
u 94, Golden State 86




Duck Williams scored 25 Detroit (115, Atlanta 105
poInts-andlIdal  -Indiana -110. - New Orleans BM-
, rally before an earsplittin-g- -10s Aegeles--10, -Cleveland-99Monday's Game
- • crowd of 11,500 at South Bend, Houston at Buffalo
Ind: The crowd was,so vocal Tuesday's Gamee
that the network televising the Portland, at Buffalo -
game- gave the "Most Denver at New York KnicksPhiladelphia at Atlanta
SValuable Player" -award to -
the Irish fans.- , • 
eattle at New Orleans
Phoenix at San Antonio
North Carolina erased an Milwaukee at Detroit
eight-point lead to beat giant- Cleveland at Golden State
killer-- Virginia despite the
absence of Phil Ford, Walter
Davis and Mike 0' Korenin the
Jab' y,ping. Ford and O'Koren
fouled out in the second half
and Davis injured himself.
Ron Brewer's 19 second-half
points led Arkansas over
'Houston. The Razorbacks
Thursday completed their best South-
Harrison Co-Mays St Patrick west Conference season with a

































Knox C-Roc kcastle Co -
Cawood-Bell Co

























.. 16th at Boyd Co
Wednesday









Jones- and Gary Yoder
combined for4-18- points as
Cincinnati won its second
straight Metro-7.crown.
Frank Sowinski scored 24
points as Princeton beat Yale
to capture its seetind .straight
Ivy League title. A 28-point
performance by Gary Wilson
led Southern Illinois past West
Texas State. .
Greg Joyner and Bob
Martin each contributed 13
points in the second half to
help Middle Tennessee defeat
Austin Pea) Norm Nixon
scored six points 141 a row late
, in the game to trigger
Duquesne past Villanova in
the first ECM, (playoffs.




lit us mime yst
Mrs. Kathryn Owtland
Ph••• IS) 3174
—2 One HOURII DRY
B
,LeaneRs
Central Shoppue C  .
'Open luau to 6 p al
6 Days A Week
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7. Notice
NoTICE, - SPECIAL
am.% i n-g s et-e r y
eekend at Kj. Lake
'Wish' Barn Come join





brim: as ours for extra
p. .Made, from any
stze into any : size.
Wallets lew as 14 cents, 8
10 $2 40. Fast service.
• Art t raft. 118 South 12th.
53,0)35 Free parking










THE NEW SOUND of
contemporary country
music is WKYQ-FM93.
This is the station that
yo'u folks in Murray say
you've wanted. A station
.,that is spontaneous,
informative, light
hearted ... but... but...
our 'talk nevers gets in
the way of the most
unique blend of con-
temporary country
'music you've ever
n heard. If you haven't
gotten the "Q" habit yet,
then do your musical









--Secretary with! - good -







plications to Box 32Y, c- •
o Murray Ledger and
Times, Murray.
NEED A BABYSITTER
• in my home. Call 753-
5947.
WOMAN TO do





















DO' YOU blieve the Holy
Bible is God's inspired
- word? Would you like to
learn more about God's
plan for you? Call 753
0984. It is not, a recor-







305 S. 12th Street
Bill Jones
3. Card Of Thanks
WE WOULD LIKE TO
THANK everyone who
helped in any way
during the illness and-
death of our brother
Eulon Williams. Thanks
to Dr. Donald Hughes, to
the nurses in I. C. U. A
special thanks to Bro.
Harold Smotherman for
his words of comfort.
Thanks to the 131,alock
Coleman Funeral Home,
; tb alLthe pallbearers, to
all friends and neigh-
bors who sent 'fetid anct




' • i Evelyn i Key, Mr. and
:Mrs. J. D. Williams, Mr.
Carl Williams. .
ployment opportunities
in maintenance and food
services. Call or write
Personnel Office,
Murray State Univer-
sity, ,Murray, KY 42071.
(502t_ 762-2146. Af-
firniative Action Em-
ployer M-F. Members of
minority groups en-
couraged to apply.
.$2 0 0.0 0 • WEEKLY
possible stuffing en-














" A 1 - .S.2.
• /
5 Lost And Found
FOUND BLACK
FEMALE German
Shepherd about 1 year
old. Very docile and
friendly. Found on Olive
Street. Owner contact
753-3762 or 753-8112, ask
.for Frances.
LOST PAIR of bifocals in
leather case. If found









If You'd Like To Earn More
Than You're Earning Now
by supplementing your In-
come or malung a career as a
fulltime Sales Executive; if
you're ambitious to make a
connection with a multi-
million dollar corporation
with.a.nation-wide reputation ,
in its field for over a century. ?"
No- givestrnent required ex-,.r
cept car to •travel local area,
nigher earnings and bonus
paid with first order_ Products
in the "Oinsemm-erierity- Belt
in-demand today.
Write Tom Shields, Presideat
Schaeffer Mfg., 102 Barton,













graduates for position in
Murray. Excellent in-
qualified college
cCoom. p a ni nterviewing




Dallas, Texas. For in-
terview Opportunity
send resume to Jim




person to sell Jim
Walter Homes in the
Murray area. This is
your opportunit,y to
make good money as a
sales person. If in-






Up and detail man. If
you're good - give me a
call. Excellent op-
portunity for right man.
Call Humboldt, Tenn.
901-784-2002.








- foreign. Also old gold.
C.sall 753-9232.
.HE PHANTOM
_E-TER LPYTH,.- 15 THE NAME OF
/1/5 ,..04I2Y. SHE 6A....c,".
4i.VER"-,C4FZE se WITH HIM WE
• NALNE619 SEND TRaSH.
_
WANTED: B-J • Auto
Salvage. Junked and
wrecked cars needed
Call 527-1315 or 474485_4.
1"irrus
5.










SL11 chainsaw with 24
inch bar. New bar, roller
nose and chain. Saw in
good condition. Price
$110. Call 753-7580 after
5.
TOBACCO STICKS .for




to your specs. Wee Ky.
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
Avenue. 753-6767.
WOOD FOR $ALE Oak




airplane and 4' ch.
transmitter, gun
cabinet, stereo chair,
drag motorcycle. Will be
. sold Worth the money.
Call days 753-0153,
nights 753-8001.
SLIDING GLASS door for
sale. x 61". Call .435-
4127.
PLATEGLASS DISPLAY
case. 8' long, 35" high,
18" deep, 3 rear doors.







15 Articles For Sale





Main St., Hazel, 492-
8147.
SALE - CHAINSAW
chains, 3t4" or 404 pitch.,
Enough for 32" bar,















Cactus 3 For $1
Located 6' 3 miles West of
Morel. Go west on State
Lino at Hazel, 5' 2 miles,




$15.00 and antique solid
walnut bed, $135. Call
. .
HIDE-A-BED SOFA





couch and chair, good
condition. $125. One















500 Maple Street. _Free
hose attachment with
the purchase of every
upright Rebuilt
vacuums -starting at





1972 3,000, FORD tractor
in good condition. Three
- 14' plows. John Deere 2,
row drill. Call 436-2383.
APPROXIMATELY
50,000 used brick for sale
in Murray. Cheap. Call
1-442-5784. 
PENTA TREATED
lumber. 1" and 2"
dimensional stock. Also


















F44'57 TNE JUNGLE RELAY OELIvERS'... THEN Mt
MONKEY MAIL OVER THE 6REAT SWAMP
• ismiso
- used•
NEED GRAIN BINS, a
grain dryer, a new steel
building. "grain cleaner
or new spray equipment
for spring.- Agri-
Products has them. Call
753-2958.
6' SIDEWINDER Bushog,
lift type, perfect con-
dition. Call 436-5870.
FOR ALL  YOUR fencing
needs. Call AAA t, ence




condition with plow and
disc. $1500. Call 437-4254.
MASSEY FERGUSON
300 combine. Like neiv.
Ford tractor mower.
John 'Deere 2 row corn
drill with spray rig.





345-2633 for Farm Fan
Dryers. Dealer for
Boughthan Grain 131ns,
also your Read 'bin and




LIKE NEW FOOT control
Minn-Kota trolling
motor. Call 753-4978
,after 5 p in.
P..• H. P. Johnson for sail
boat, practically new.
Heavy duty trolling
motor. 35 h. p. Evinrude.
Call 753-8127. .
•
14 FT:-. WIZARD boat. 50
h. , p. Mercury and
trailer,. Cal4 -7534806
before 5, ;53-9643 after 5.





curtains, front and back
cover. Plus a complete
storage cover. 8 track
taperplay•er. Call (502(
354-6546 after 5. '
'4!f1 II1I 11-
20. Sports Equipment
15' SWISS SIX Runabout,
40 h. p. Johnson electric
start motor. Dilly
trailer, also 2 year old
Saddle horse. Call 753-
3194.
14' POLARCRAFT boat,
motor and trailer. 200
amp trailer pole.
Camper topper for long
wheel base pickup. Call
437-4846. .












sale. Gretch Amp. Call
753-8199 after 6.
GIBSON GUITAR and












Made any size for- an-
tique beds or campers.




1136 South 3rd, Paducah, ,
Phone 1-443-7323.
26. TV-Radio
_.top  mount   
mo23 = CHANNELv CB 
modulation, fully
guaranteed. $47.88.
radios. Full power, full








Drive to Cuba and Wye.
We have the lowest •
prices on . all Zenith
TV's. Shop around and.
compare. Sisson's




and 2 speakers, $80.
Wilson V-Quad CB beam
antenna, $50. Starduster
C-B uutcandT$25.-Knight




$18. Radio Shack Best T.
V. rotor, control, and 60
• ft. gable, $40. USE.
contact!, 8 channel CB
radio, tube type, $40.
. Call 753-9845 after 5.
27. Mobile Home Sales




reduced. Call 753-5/87 or
753-0839: •
FOR. _SALE -- 1974
Schultz 14 x 70, 3
bedroom, all electric
central air condition,
and heat, steps, deck,





rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.
27. Mobile Home Sales
1972 DOUBLE WIDE in
Riviera Cts. Un-
furnished, would con-
sider trading for car,
boat, etc. Call 753-3672.
1971 HOWARD JOHN-
SON, 12 x 70, partially
, furnished. Two




derpinning. Call after 5
p. m. 753-1493.
1972 SAHARA 12 x 65, 3
bedroom, bath and half,
central air, blocked and
steps. 100 amp box.
Partially furnished.
o or a enna
pole. Call 437-4596.
FOR RESULTS
32. Apartments For Rent
APARTMENT 1600
WISWELL Road across











Central heat and air.
Call 753-9741 after 5.
33. Rooms For Rent
ROOMS FOR RENT in
the country. Call 436-
2510.
FOR SALE 1974 12 x 65,
central heat, un-
derpinning, and 2  year-s-
34. Houses For Rent
ROOMS UNFURNISHED
or whole house, 1 mile
from city  limits. Call
38. Pets Supplies
FOX TERRIER puppies.
Two males. Call 753-
0197.
43 Real Estate
SALE BY OWNER 80
acres fenced, 3 ponds, 30
tendable. Blacktop road.




bedroom frame home in
central part of town.
Has been recently
redecorated inside and
painted on the outside.
Ideal for a 'retired
couple or young couple
just starting
linusekeepjug._._ Ezicest
under 810,000.00. John C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 505
Main Street, Phone 753-
0101 or 753-5921.
old. Nice ' furniture. 7534347'




bedroom, 2 bath, stove
and refrigerator.
Central air and heat.
Call 753-4827.
EIGHT'ACRES. 12 x 703
bedroom mobile home,
electric heat and central
air. 28 x 32 heated
workshop. New 4" deep
well. Water pipe to all 8
acres. All within 2 years
old. Beautiful location.
Call after 6p. m. 901-247;
5457, Puryear, Tenn.





per month. One mile out
of city limits. Call 753-
5405 after 5 p. m.
32. Apartments For Rent
GARAGE APAR' MEN 1,
4 rooms up, 2 down.
- Water furnished and
yard mowed. Call 753-
5733,
FIVE ROOM house for 2
people. No pets. Good
references. Call 753-
7449.
36. For Rent Or Lease
TOBACCO acreage for
rent. All three types.
Call 345-2114 or see
Herman Hunter, Route
7, Mayfield, Ky.
1.86 ACRES OF dark fired
tobacco for rent. Call
753-5701 near Midway.
FOR RENT OR LEASE,
retail -store building on
south side court square
Mayfield, 2500 sq. ft.
Call Dal Boyd, 1-247-
2E33.
38. Pets - Supplies
FOR LEASE --Building,
20 x 60 on N. 4th. Call
753-5881.
FOR SALE two year old
male German Shepherd,
LOTS! - LOTS - LOTS -
We still have several
desirable lots left in
Westwood Subdivision.
Paving, . city water and
sewer included in price
of lots. Prices start at







NEW LISTING . .
,Minutes from town, 4






on 2 wooded acres. . .






1008 sq. ft. 3 bedroom •
lake house for rent-
annual least, $195. Lake






dog. Also red female
DOberman. Would make
a nice pet. Call 753-1461.
ALEXANDER REAL ESTATE & AUCTION SALES
MARVIN E. ALEXANDER, Auctioneer tic. No. 67
OFF. 219 UNIVERSITY ST. PHONE 5174244 MARTIN, TENNESSIE
NIGHT: MARVIN E. ALEXANDER TERRY OLIVER WENDELL ALEXANDER
587-4568 364-2709 364-2155
PROF'S-MORALIZED SERVICE HAS CAUSED MORE PEOPtE TO SELL THE ALEXANDER WAY
For More Information Contact
Don Schaeffner, Owner Thomas R. Fuller, Farm Owner
Route 2, Dresden, Tennessee 38225 Fuller Realty Company
Phone 901-364-3660 Martin, Tennessee 38237
or Phone 901-587-3157
330 Atm Dairy and Row Crop Farm
SELLING AT PUBLIC AUCTION
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 16, 9:30 A.M., 1 977
Reim or Shim Lunch Available
DRESDEN, TENNESSEE
-Sale will be held at the residence located Smiles northeast of Dresden on Fancy.. Road.. From Dresden take
TEghw-#19TOWardsPalmersviueCifuTeriTrueriTerfriiiGilikktop road and proceedL.) mile to farm,
• TRACT I
This-modern ranch style home will be offered in a separate.tract This home has over 2,300 sq. feet wide-
roof being fully carpeted inside with 3 bedrooms, I's baths, separate family room, large living room, kit-
chen with built-in stove, combination dining area, sewing room, utility room, covered patio. double car-
port and central heat and air. Yard has plenty of shade and shrubbery making this an extra nice setting for
a family home.
TRACT II
Approximatley 74-4 acres adjoining Tract I. Improvements include the dairy set up as follows:
1) Modem dairy barn with 4 cow parlor, clay stalls and overhead feeders.
(2) 2b' x60' concrete silo with silomatie unloader and feed line with 60 feet covered feed bunk.
(31 45' x75' metal pole barn for tools, free stall area and 12 footextension for hay feeding_ _
41 4,000 bushel grain and 10 ton feed bin.
Si Lagoon.
i 61 Older barns and sheds for calf and feed storage..
.,- TRACT III
40 acres of land on Fancy Road west and berms the road from Tract II. This tract has frontage on gravel
road plus long frontage on Fancy blacktop. Almost 100% tillable, Only improvement is frame house at old
homesite setting. Excellent tract for row crop and ideal size for homesite and small acreage.
TRACT IV
76.9 acres across the road from Tract II and Tract Ill, Improved,with 45' x 75' metal pole barn for cattle
or equipment storage. This land is rolling type land, is fenced for cattle and sown in permanent pasture
with 8.7 acres of alfalfa sown in the fall of 1976. Has several small fields around barn for hog or cattle
operation. If you are looking for a grazing farm with plenty of btulding sites, then inspect this tract.
TRACT V
68 Acres + located one-tenth mile off of Boydsville blacktop approximately 1.2 miles by road west.o4he
above tractsAbis tract has a 3 bedroom frame home with large living room, kitchen and dining com-
bination, den and bath. It also has hardwood floors and sheetrock walls. 'Ibis-farm is Mostly level type
land and is excellent for row cropping with little untillable land. Tract also has a large metal pole
barn. The southeast corner has a partnership cyprks Creek watershed lake which normally has around 8
acres under water- - _„
TRACT VI .
68 acres + located on Matheny Road Smiles northeast of Dresden Turn south off Boydsville blacktop onto
gravel road and proceed 1 mile to the first gravel to the left. Turn left 'and proceed 1 mile to farm. This
tract joins Tract von the south and would be an excellent tie-in making 146 acres in both tracts or would be
excellent for building close to town Tract is 65% open and is level to gently rolling land.
Note: At this sale-you will have the opportunity tO purchase good produrtng farm land in either small or
large tracts only 5 miles from town with either blacktop or gravel road frontage. Owner reserves the right
to combine any or all tracts'.
Terms of Sale:
20% down on day of sale. Balance on delivery of deed within 30 days. Permanent financing available by-
prior approval before sale day by contacting Auctioneer or owner
Possession - Main residence 30 days after delivery'of deed land upon delivery of deed
SALE beim
I. Farming Equipment - 9-30 a m
2. Farm - 1200 noon
3. Millung Equipment - 115 p m.
4, Dairy Cattle - 1:30 p - Sale Held Under Cover
MILKING EQUIPMENT
1000 gallon Zero-Bulk Tank- Z-Ro Washer4 Delaval Milking Units, (Muss Pipeline. 2-Surge True Test Milk
Meters I like 'New • . Surge Alamo Vacuum Pump and Compressor
FARMING EQUIPMENT
%Rs at 1:30 A.M. 
•
John Deere 4020 Tractor, John De▪ e▪ re 3020 Tractor. Massey-Ferguson 165 Diesel Tractor with Freeman
Hydraulic Loader. A-John Deere Tojactor, Ford 7' Heavy Okay Blade t like New ), New Holland 352 Feed
Mill. John Deere 493A Planter. John Deere 241 Baler. Ford 501 Mower-7' Blade, 4-Wheel Trailer with
Hoist, Ford 10' Wheel Disc, Ford 2 Bottom Plow; 3 Pt. Blade, John Deere Wheat Drill, New Idea Corn
Ptclter.2.whetii 'Crafter, 16' Stock Trailer, John Deereir BR Disc, New Holland 717 Super 1 Row Cutter,
John Deere 4 x 14 Plow, John Deere 5 x 14 Semi-Plow. Paper Chuck Wagon, Kasten Chuck Wagon Like
New:. Load-A-Matic Bale Loader t Like New, Mono 5' Rotary Mower. Paper Silage Cutter with Corn,
Pickup. and Grass Attachment, Cover at Wood-Portable ('all Feeder, 2-ftnw Cultivator,- Post lioterAgger: -
Heston PT 7 Crimper. 3 Pt. Boom Pole, Seeder, Gehl Silage Blower Miscellaneous Items: Approxpnately
26 Bags Ammonium Nitrate; approximately 5 tons 6-24-24 Fertilizer; 500%4 " plastic pipe; 2 sets of New
Dehonwrs : Treated lumber and poles, Fly Fogger, Semen Tank
COMPLETE DAIRY AND EQUIPMENT DISPERSAL
141 Nigh Grad* Dairy Animals, Sells at 1:30 P.M.
WILING IN DISPERSION
104 Mature Cows, 9 Sprinting Heifers, 10 Small Holstein Bulls. 46Molstem lierferg, rom Baby Ca' I s to
Breeding Age, 180 Head of olsteins, 1 Brown Swiss, 2 AyrshIres, I Guernsey, 1 Resigtered Hereford' I.
72 of these cows 1st and 2nd calf cows. • •
...Breeding - All cows artificially bred from Select Sires and ABS Bulls. All Heifers on this farm are ar-
tificially sired. Service Sire are UK Sensation, Knob lick Go. Lime Hollow Admiral Dekol, Surgold
Kingpin Percy Burk, Merry King, IPren. Ivanhoe Prince, Comet, Combination, and Grerri.-
1 Bull out of Ivanhoe Prince and a 15,700 lb. Dam with 567 lbs. fat .Dhia Records - Rolling Herd Average
v 032 Cows 12,863 lbs. Milk, 3.6 Test 464 lbs. Fat
26 Cowsmilking over 50 lbs. at this time. Records up to 20,000 lbs. plus, Individual milk weights up.to 78





















































202 Solna atli Street
Pb... 753-3267
BY OWNER -5 acre mini
farm with nearly new
modern brick home, 8
miles from Ky. Lake on
Highway 94. Ap-
proximately 2500 sq. ft.





be seen to appreciate.
Phone after 6 p. m. for
aL1pOliitmenL 753-2957. 
187 ACRES, four miles
south of Puryear, Tn.
115-120 acres of open
land. $500 per acre. Call
, 492-8459 or 753-4751 or
see Tom Scruggs.
ONE OF THE few Bed-
ford stone houses built in
Murray. This fine home
has 2k baths, family
room, tile patio, and
either four pedrooms, or
3 bedrooms and one
large room that has a
private entrance which
could be used for office
or beauty shop. House is
on a corner lot and close
to schools, hospital and
downtown. All rooms
have been repainted and
the floors have wall to




TWO ACRES OF land
east of Almo on blacktop
road. Call 753-4418.
43.Real Estate
SIX CAR SHOP. Located
approximately 2 miles
out 121 South. Call 753-
3828.
1L2 ACRES ON 94 East
with new 28 x 60 ft.
business building with
large office. Two rest
rooms, deep well, 475 ft.
highway frontage. Ideal
for most any type
business. Nice 7 acre
building lot with good
old frame house. High-
way on two sides. Seven
miles East. Only $14,500,
1k2 acre building lot with
good well, near Hardin,
Only $2,250. Galloway
Realty, 505 Main Street,
phene-76-3-6849.
JUST LISTED - neat 2
bedroom, 1 bath house
on Highway 94 East. 478'
of highway frontage
offer opportunity for
extra building lots. Call





Realty, 711 Main. We
have had many inquiries
regarding all types of
farm land and acreage
tracts. If you have a
farm or acreage tract to
sell, contact us at 753-
1222. Also if you have
been wanting to pur-
chase acreage, contact
us for an update on
properties listed for sale
in Calloway County. We
at KOPPERUD
REALTY provide a
complete range of Real
Estate Service. Phone
us today.
MI 0 )0011110101 )10101
Bankroll Card
Punched This Week
Jim Adams Food Liners
43 Real Estate
REALTORS
South 12th at sycamore
TELEPHONE 7511661
44. Lots For Sale
LOT FOR SALE by
owner. Desirable
location. Scenic view.
One of the few nice
residential lots left in
this area. Located at
corner of Oak Drive and
Henry Street. Call 753-
5970.
46. Homes For Sale
MUST SELL!! Reduced
Price. 3 Bedroom Brick,
approximately 2000 sq.
ft. living space. Phone
753-7857.
WILL SELL for $19,950 or
trade for house in
Mayfield. Two bedroom
frame house with 2 lots
in Lynn Grove. Call 753-
4953 from 8-4:30,
FIVE ACRES with 3
bedroom brick home,
plenty of outbuildings
with shade trees in yard.
11,2 miles from town.




nursery or family. Call
753-9799. ,
BY OWNER -3 bedroom
brick, den and dining
room, excellent con-
dition. 1702 College
Farm Road, price been
reduced. Call 753-5287 or
753-0839.
BY OWNER -3 bedrOom,
attached garage, garden
spot, apple trees, shade
trees on 641 South. Will
-- accept offers Call 753-
0154.
Invitation To Bid
The Murray Natural Gas System and City of
Murray, Kentucky, will receive bids for the in-
stallation of a chain link fence for the Murray
Natural Gas System. Bids will be received until
12:00 a.m. on the 9th day of March 1977, at the
Murray Natural Gas System Office, City Hall
Building, Murray, Kentucky. All necessary
labor, materials, -equipment, tools and services
required for complete installation shall be in-
cluded in the base bid. Specifications and plans
are on file at the Murray Natural Gas Office,
City Hall Building, 5th and Poplar Street,
Murray, Kentucky. The City of Murray reserves




Only 1500 miles. Call
after 4 p. m. 753-3143.
1974 XL350 HONDA 8,000
miles. New chain and








The Classified Ad section
having a sale on classified
1977. The Sale is open
classified page, small




v• No rebate will be
All Standard
And Classified













































1975 HONDA CB 550-4
with extras and in great
Shape. Call after 5:30 p.
m. 767-6154.
1975 ELECTRIC mini-
bike. Ride all day for
pennies. Charge
overnight. Ideal for
commuting to town or to
classes. Priced to sell.
Call 753-6564.
49. Used Cars & Trucks
1969 FORD GALAXIE 500
station wagon, 'full
power, runs good. Looks
good. $725. Call 753-6505.
1966 FORD RANCHERO,




753-4978 after 5 p. m.
1969 GRAND PRIX, good




shift. Ready to work.
$850. Call 492-8502.
1974 CADILLAC SEDAN
De Ville. Low mileage.
new tires, white ex-
terior, green interior
with white seats. $5995.
1976 Cadillac Coupe De








$1750. Can be seen at
Murray Sand Co. or by
calling 437-4817.
1972 BLAZER, four wheel





stick, priced right to
move fast. See Bob Cook
at Hazel, Ky. No phone
calls.
1971 MONTE CARLO,








Priced to sell. Call 753-
8624, after 6 p. m.
1963 FORD customized
van, mag wheels, 8
track stereo. Must see to
appreciate. Call 492-
8441.
1970 V. W. low mileage,
AM-FM casette stereo,
excellent condition,
must sell. Will take best
offer. Call 753-8216.
1975 RED CORVETTE,




753-7408 or 753-5006 after
5.
1968 CHEVY PICKUP 6
'cyl. straight shift, with




For name of person or persons who stole 2 Radio C. B.
Units taken from Carl's Corner, 7th & Main, and 1 Radio
C.B. Unit taken from Carl Howard Used Cars, 3rd Street.
Your name will not be revealed, if you testify no one will
know where the information came from.
Contact: Carl Howard Jerry Nance
753-8300 753-8300
753-9916 Home 753-4015
Call Day Or Night
-
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1971 BUICK ELECTRA
225, 4 door hardtop, air
and all power. Price










Call 75-7947 or 7.537,6.41.,
1975 CUTLASS SALON, 2
door coupe, 24000 Miles.
Power windows, door
locks; trunk locks, AM-
FM tape. Cruise control.
$4200 firm Cie* -769-8.7.9(*.
or if no answer, 753-6965.
1976 GRAND PRIX.
24,000 miles. $4.900 Call
753-9563.
1962 WHITE STANDARD
Chevrolet. $175 Call 753-
7461 after 5.
1968 CADILLAC 2 door
hard top. All power and
air, car is in real good
condition. $800.00 Phone
354-6217.
1966 GMC Pickup Six
cylinder, straight shift
Call 492-8644.




Needs top cover and




new by owner July 76.
Loaded with extras Low




bucket seats, new tires,






1967 Datsun. 4 door,
$395. Call 489-..595.
1960 F800 FORD truck.
Good grain '*d. 1500
new brick Cal. 753-6968.
1973 MONTE CARLO.
fiurgandy on silver.




car for rest, ring. Price





FOR SALE: 474 Vega






Sleeps six. Call 753-4904.
1972 DODGE 'DART .
Swinger. 3 cylinder
automatic 400d con-
dition. $lni! Call 489-
2156 or 767-4;45 after 5 p.
m.
50. Campers
15' CAMPER - sleeps
four, nor:' Gunner




















replacement for homes -









Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.
1 Service, Offered
DRIVEWAYS white
rocked. Sand and lime
hauled. Call Mark Bury.
753-8381.
WILL DO inside or out-










forrp to your home or
-office. Call Jim Fitch,
















Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates.
ELECTRICAL WIRING





by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor




service on top jobs and
take down. Primer work
and dead wooding. Call
753-6256.
SAT.F.: KIRBY Carpet
Care. Steam clean one
room at 8 cents per sq.
ft and we will clean the
hallway free, limit 4 x
10. A 10' x 10' room





se irk needs call John












struction Co., Route 2,
Box 499 A Paducah, Ky.







rocked and graded. Free
estimates. Call Clifford













carpenter- work or light
haulm, tall 753-4707.  
FOR CERAMIC tile,
patio and sidewalk tiles.
Also repairs. Call 753-
1461.















and remodeling - one
cabinet to complete





SEARS now. Call Doug
Taylor at 753-2310 for




ficient service. NO job
We small. Call Ernest
White, 753-0d05.
FOR A FREE estimate
on all stump removal.





.half black and tan pup
Call 753-3229.
FREE 3 part Dachshund
seven week old dogs
Very cute Call 753-1571
_FREE - HALF grown
persian cat. Black and
white. Female. Sweet







MURRAY'S ONLY CERTMED RESIDENTIAL BROKER
OFFICES: 502 Maple, Murray, Ky. 753-4342
•
4 Professional Salespeople to serve you
NIGHTS, WEEK-ENDS, HOLIDAYS
Joe L. Kennon  436-5676
Chuck Shuffeti  753-4560
Patricia Miller  753-7550
Donald R. Tucker, C.R.B  753-1930
DONALD R. TUCKER, A fal SERVICE REM ESTATE FIRM









, Thi, alphabetized page will run weekly - clip ii from




De Anytime.pendable Transportation yte  Any Place
. Mon.-Sat.




























Llbl I Thestniit Murray Murray, Es-
' Soles Center --, 753-3914
I.
Murray Point ElEcTRICAL . Bulldozing
e IL WIRING \ Prompt, dependable














Refrigeration ' mod INollpop/tr Anderson
. We service all bran opens 00 • ro
toll.® ere Electric, Inc.
vn-rSt,.ven Ale adt
f ,,A'
Painting • Paper Hinman'sCOERPareS
Quality Work Hanging





No.,. 9.ftiltf. . _11410: SIIirtf
:ow osttl toncrete tools end
ors 
.502-492-8837
Po,,t4ny C or.trar !,,,
Pt 3, Merry', Ky. llwy 641 ,
f- , I.-,1 } •I ISIIiitr ' 6 Miles South
cJe-r) MCoy, 4iwner
.C". ,I-Irlp'
kih it d4r,t.c kth' f,.
753-5703
302 N 18th Street
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Funeral services for Jim
McCreery were held Sunday
at two p.m. at the chapel of the
Blalock-Coleman -Funeral
Home with the Rev. R. J.
Burpoe officiating and Mrs.
Otto Erwin playing the organ.




Franklin LeDuke, and Mike
Outland. Burial was in the Old
Salem Cemetery.
Mr. McCreery, age 71, died
Friday at ten a.m. at his home
on Hazel Route Two. He was a
retired employee of General
11Toto rs ;Meth% lVf 'eh , and a-
member of the New Hope
Baptist Church at Detroit.
Born April 27,1905, in Tip-
tonville, Tn., he was the son of
the late Samuel Quincy Mc-
Creery and Mary Frances
Tarver McCreery.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Roxie Parker McCreery,
Hazel Route Two, to whom he
was married on September 27,
1936; one sister, Mrs. B. N.
1Maude LeDuke, Tiptonville,





The funeral services for
Garvice Paschall were held
Sunday at two p.m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Jerry Bynum of Gleason, Tn.,
officiating and Mrs. Oneida
White playing the organ.
Pallbearers were Ellis R.
Paschall, Sylvester Paschall,
Clifton E. Jones, Ted Grayson,
Hester H. Brown, and W. L.
Haneline. Burial was in the
Murray City Cemetery.
Mr. Paschall, age 53, died
Friday at -6:10 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. Born April 9, 1923, in
Calloway County, he was the
son of-the-tate-Tosco Paschall
and Odell Wilson Paschall. He
was a farmer and mechanic.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Helen Billington
Paschall, Murray Route Four,
• to whom he was married on
September 3, 1949, and several
uncles, aunts, nieces,
nephews, and cousins.
Federal State Market News Service
March 7, 1977
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 8 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 1355 Est. 500 Barrows &
Gilts .75-1.00 lower Sows steady .50
higher
US 1-2 200-230 Its. . 838.00-38.25
US 1-3 200-240 lbs. 837.75-38.00
US 2-4 240-260 lbs.  837.00-37.75
US 3-4 260-200 lbs. ,, $36.00-37.00
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs.  832.50-33.00
US 1-3 300,450 lbs 832.00-33.50
US 1-3 450-650 lbs.  832.50-34.50





Mrs. James F. (Pauline)
Ervin died Sunday at four
a.m. at the Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah. She was 56
years of age and a resident of
5820 Merrydale Drive,
Reidland.
The deceased was born in
Calloway County on April 8,
1920, and was the daughter of
the late John Lee (Cap)
Norsworthy and Ellen Grodon
Norsworthy. She was a retired
employee of the Florshelin
Shoe Company, Paducah, and
a member of .the Reidland
Baptist Church, Reidland
Business and Professional
Women's nub-, -and Reidland
Homemakers Club.
Mrs. Ervin is survived by
her husband, 'James F. Ervin,
Reidland; two daughters,
Mrs. David L. Severns,
Gilbertsville Route One, and
Mrs. Dale Chapman, Mayfield
Route One; two sisters, Mrs.
Julia Brumlow, Lone Oak, and
Mrs. Marvee Mederious, West
Warwick, R. I.; two brothers,
Dolphus and Perry Nor-
sworthy, both of Paducah;
three grandchildren.
Funeral services will be
held Tuesday at one p.m. at
the chapel of the Rolfe
Funeral Home, Paducah, with
the Rev. Wyman Cows of-
ficiating.
Pallbearers will be Doug
Carter, Steve Carter, Marvin
Fondaw, Maxie Gilliam, Alvin
Williams, Bob Martin, and
Phillip Carter. Interment will
- be in the Woodlawn Memorial
Gardens, Paducah, with the
arrangements bit the Linn
Funeral Home, Benton, but
friends may call at the Rolfe
Funeral Home, Paducah.
The family requests that
expressions of sympathy take
the form of contributions to
the Cange; Fund or to the




(Continued From Page 1)
averaging 18-24 grapefruit,
and $8.80 for a large box of
grapefruit weighing 38 pounds
and averaging about 36-48
grapefruit. •
Members of the Speech
Team started a countywide
canvass today and will con-
tinue through Tuesday,
Thursday, and Friday taking
orders for the fresh citrus
fruit, England said. With each
box 'of fruit will be added,
courtesy of Burger Queen, a
coupon for a free quarter-




How often do you express a doubt? How often do you
have doubts about your abilities or doubts about other
people? It is healthy and wise to have doubts at times
about certain things, but when doubts become chronic
and cloud simple reasoning, then doubting has
deteriorated to a sickness of skepticism.
We see men of poise and serenity; we see them with
all the trappings of faith and dignity and we doubt
whether these men ever have a doubt abqpt anything.
They seem so sure of themselves. But thy too have
doubts at times.
To doubt is only human. This was true from the days
of the Psalmists to and through the days of Thomas and
is true today. When we find ourselves gripped with un-
certainty, we are bound to have doubts. But
promiscuous doubting should not be.
Doubts torment us only because we have too little
faith. This is true whether it applies to people, science,
religion or anything else. Obviously then, the best way
to reduce doubts is to increase faith. Sounds simple? It
•
J. H. Churchill Funeral Home
201 South 3rd
753-2411
FORMULA FOR PHYSICAL FITNESS — Dr. Constantine W. Curris (right), Murray State
University president, is presented a bumper sticker that reads -Walk For The Health Of
It" in observance of National Physical Education and Sport Week March 1-7. Making the
presentation is Joan Weber, Ste. Genevieve, Mo., junior, president of the Beta Chapter
of Sigma Delta Honorar; fraternity in health, physical education and recreation at
Murray State. James Humphries (left), Hopkinsville senior art major, designed and
produced the bumper sticker.
Murray State University R. 0. T. C. representatives (Ito r) Major Darrel A. McFerron,
Cadet Edwin Courtney and Cadet_leasa Page join Gov. Julian Carroll in observance of
National R. 0. T. C. Week, Feb. 27-March 4.
Two Kentuckians Speak With
Carter On Saturday Talk Show
By The Associated Press
"It was a thrill," said Mrs.
Jo.hn Ritchey of Georgetown,
Ky., one of 41 people from 26
states who spoke with
President Carter on the
telephone over the weekend.
Another Kentuckian, Cheryl
Clark, 18, of Paris, Ky., asked
Carter for help on an English
paper she Is writing as a
freshman at the University of
Kentucky. Miss Clark waited
for two hours to speak with the
President Saturday on a
national -net441t radio
broadcast.
Mrs. Ritchey, who is half
Ottawa Indian, asked the
President about federal
legislation that will pay
members of her 'tribe for land
in Michigan and Ohio taken by
the federal government as
-part of.an 1870 treaty.
Mrs. Ritchey, 28, said she
was glad Carter showed in-
terest in the American Indian.
"We received partial
payrhent for this land) in
1910, but no more money since
then," Mrs. Ritchey said. " I
wanted to make him aware
that we've finally gotten a bill
in the Senate."




118 St. 12th. 753-0035
Free Parking At Rear Door
Home Loan Money Is Available
For the Best Home Loan









n7e(ler(11 Sayingsr. n cSA --Loa ft
111 array ' Dranch 753-7971
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Mrs. Ritchey said the
problem with payment is that,
since there are not many full-
blooded Ottawa Indians left,
the government is undecided
on how to distribute the
money.
Carter said he was un-
familiar with the legislation,
but promised to check into it
and get back with Mrs. Rit-
chey, which he did before the
close of the program.
Carter said the bill,
providing-for payment of $10.2
million to The -Otta*a Indians,
already has been signed into
law. He said rules on
distributing the money are
being written.
"I couldn't ask for anything
better," Mrs. Ritchey said.
Miss Clark said she, too,
was pleased with Carter's
response to her question.
"I've been working on this
term paper on whether it's
desirable for government to
create jobs in order to reduce
unemployment," she said.
"He gave me pretty good
response. He did not take a
stand on it, he just gave the
philosophy on it.
"He said he would use the
WPA of the past for just young
people, for young Americans
who have a particularly high
STOCK MARKET ,
Prices of stock of local interest at c,ion
EDT, today, furnished to the ledper &
Times by First of Michigan, 43orp . of
Murray ,are as follows
Heublein Inc  . 27'. -nit
McDonalds Corp.... .. 45 L: JW
Ponderosa Systems .. .. 6,. .".
Kimberly Clark 41'. tinc
UnioriCarbide 611i unc
W.R. Grace .. . ....... .. 
Texaco 28". +-ye
General Mee_ . 51 *s
GAF Corp. . . . . - 11'.unc
Georgia Pacific  32. -74
Pfizer 27%. unc





Prices of sinks of local interest at
noon toria furnished to the I edtzer iiir




































unemployment rate, but for
older people, he would lean
back on the private sector,"
Miss Clark said.
Miss Clark, who began
calling two hours before the
.program aired, said CBS
operators told her she was the
first caller to get through the
communications maze to the
White House.
When the White House
called her back to connect her
with the President, Miss Clark
said she came down with a
case of. stage fright 'IL-
"especially when Walter
Cronkite said my name.- 4rs
Other than that, she said, it
was just like any other phone
call.
"I talk on the phone a lot,"
she said. "It's kind of like a
hobby of mine."
The average farm worker
now produces enough to" feed
and clothe himself plus 56 other
persons
Trapped Miner Waits
Five Days For Rescue
TOWER CITY, Pa. ( AP) —
Ronald Adley waited five days
for rescuers to save him from
a flooded coal mine, knowing,
all the while that two of his
buddies lay dead in the same
underground chamber.
He had seen them
swallowed • by a torrent of
rushing water.
Adley, a rugged miner who
scrambled into an air podia
deep inside the flowed mine,
dug the final part of his own
escape tunnel on Sunday and
walked unaided to freedom.
He rested in good health at a
nearby hospital.
Five miners remain
unaccounted for, and four are
known dead.
Drillers sinking a probe hole
430 feet from the top of the
mountain had to stop Sunday
after reaching the 375-foot
mark and case the eight-inch
hole to prevent water from
filling it.
A television camera and a
microphone will be lowered
down the shaft to where the
missing men are believed to
be. Drilling was to resume
sometime today.
-Iwant to get the hell out of
here," Adley told rescuers on
Sunday as he refused a
stretcher and walked about
1,000 feet to a waiting coal car
that took him the remaining
4,000 feet to the surface.
The bodies of Ralph Ren-
ninger, 40, and Donald
Shoffler, 41, were discovered
further down the upward
slanting shaft where Adley
had been trapped since
midday Tuesday. Their bodies





been director of public service
training in the College of
Business and Public Affairs
and an associate professor of
imanagoment_
In other action, the board:
— revised policies relating
to sabbatical leaves and un-
paid leaves of absence.
— heard a report from
Larry Bartlett, director of




— heard a report from Dr.
John Bartholomy, former
vice-president for university
services, who assumed new
duties as president of Drury
College, Springfield, Mo., last
Tuesday.
— accepted as a gift to the
university a collection of
books from Dr. William G.
Nash.
— heard a report on a
bequest from the estate of
'James F. Hurley which had
been used for the establish-
ment of schoaliships to the
university.
— authorized the university
to enter into an agreement
with the state Department of
Highways for the relocation of
Chestnut Street to allow a
pedestrian overpass to be
constructed.
EE OR'
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"Adley told us the other men
were there," said one mining
official. "Renninger and
Shoffler worked in the same
crew with Adley. He saw them
go down when the water
broke."
Rescuers searched un-
successfully for a sign of life
from the five remaining men
entombed inside the Kocher
Co. coal mine. Chances of
finding them alive were "very
slim," said Jack Shutack,
regional manager for the
federal Mining Enforcement
and Safety Administration.
"But we have not given up
hope."
Ten men Were trapped
beneath - 400-foot I3ig lick
Mountain when water crashed
through a shaft ceiling, bat-
tering support timbers and
triggering rooffalls.
Two bodies were recovered
earlier.
Adley, a 37-year-old father
of two, escaped to the top of a
93-foot long chute. Water
pushed debris 68 feet up the
slant.
•'Adley told us he saw the
water and started running.
Then he had to swim. He
turned and yelled to the
others, 'Get up the side!
Hurry!' They tried to outrun
it. They didn't make it," the
official said.
Officials briefly halted
activity inside and outside the
mine Sunday when they fired
three light blasts of dynamite
from the surface.
Three blasts are a
beckoning for response
recognized by all miners. A
two-tap reply — like the one
Adley beat on a coal seam to
let rescuers know he was alive
on Wednesday — is a message
of life.
Listening devices capable o(
hearing a distant footstep did -
not pick up any sound.
More than 122 hours after he
entered the mine, Adley,
covered with grimy coal dust,
stepped into the sunlight. His
wife, Anna Mae, joined him in
the back of an ambulance that
whisked him to Pottsville
Hospital.
Adley was in good condition
in the intensive care unit. His
two children visited him
Sunday night.
Competing in thr first Annual Junior High School Math
Bowl competitiorfat Murray State University on March 5
are, left to right, Greg Morton, William Smith, David
Honchul, Tracey Beyer, Lewis Bossing and Kayne
Beasley, who represents the Murray Middle School.
Eight other teams are competing in the bowl
Crossword Puzzler
ACROSS 2 Retail
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